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Councilwoman Gronowski and Maestro Sadewhite 
On the Level with Narog and Aris

New rochelle, NY --  Our first guest on Tuesday, May 17, 2011, sill 
speak to un upcoming concert to be held by the Yonkers Philharmonic 
Orchestra. Following our first guest is Yonkers city councilwoman Joan 
Gronowski (district 2), who will discuss Mayor amicone’s proposed 
FY2010-2011 Budget among other concerns. The show is on the level, thereby its name: On the 
Level. it is co-hosted by both richard Narog and hezi aris.  The show is heard live from 10 - 11 
a.m., on WVOX-1460 aM on your radio dial and worldwide at www.WVOX.com. 

Yonkers mayoral candidate chuck Lesnick is scheduled for May 24th; Marie Khury will 
discuss economic development issues as they relate to the Kingsbridge section of The Bronx on 
May 31st. assemblyman Mike spano on June 7th; stephen cerrato on June 14th; Ossining city 
councilman Peter Tripodi iV on June 21st.  

For those who live and breathe radio and politics, listen to hezi aris on Good Morning 
Westchester with Bob Marrone when he and host Bob Marrone discuss all things Westchester at 
7: 37 a.m.

Listeners and readers are invited to send a question to the co-hosts by directing email to 
WhYTeditor@gmail.com for possible use prior to any shows’ airing and even during the course 
of an interview. 
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“WVOX and WVIP 
are the quintessential 

community radio 
stations in America…” 

 

-The Wall Street Journal 
 

 

                    
 
 

 
The Voices of The Golden Apple 

 
 
One Broadcast Forum, New Rochelle, N.Y. 10801 (914) 636-1460 

Before moving ahead with 
your own business, you would 
be wise to consult an accountant, 
one with small-business experi-

ence, to work out some final details. First, you 
must select the legal form your home-based 
business will take. You have four choices:
•  sole proprietorship, the most common.
•  You may want to consider a partnership, an 

unincorporated business organized by two 
or more persons. a partnership is not subject 
to tax, but passes through to the partners all 
income earned, according to the terms of the 
agreement.

•  incorporation, in which the corporation is 
considered a separate taxpaying entity, and 
offers the most protection for your personal 
assets--but requires slightly more paperwork. 
You’ll have to buy a small embossing stamp to 
apply your corporate seal to documents.

•  a special type of corporation--called an s 
corporation--is one that elects s status to 
receive tax treatment similar to a partnership.

What’s in a Name?
choosing the proper business name is 

equally important. The right name can even 
have a bearing on the success of your business. 
ideally, it should give some idea of the services 
or product offered. Once you have fixed on a 
business name, check with the Westchester 

county clerk in White Plains to verify that the 
business name has not already been registered.

 sole proprietorships, partnerships and 
corporations must register with the county 
clerk; corporation registration must first be 
made with the secretary of state in albany. 
after registering your business name--even if 
you don’t expect to have employees--apply to 
the internal revenue service for an employer’s 
identification Number (eiN), which will 
be shown on tax exemption forms for items 
purchased for resale and on your business’s tax 
returns. These are due March 15, and are separate 

Continued on page 3

Be Your Own Boss - Part 2
Practical Tips for Operating Your Home-Based Business

By ROBERT SCOTT

www.westchesterguardian.com
www.wattersonstudios.com
www.WVOX.com.
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Lexington Capital Associates, LLC. 
240 North Avenue 

New Rochelle, NY 10801 
Phone (914) 632-1230 fax (914) 633-0806

When was the last time  
you dealt with  

Lexington Capital Associates?

With over 50 years experience, Lexington Capital Associates 
provides loans from $1m-$150m at some of the lowest 
interest rates available in the marketplace.  

• For cash flowing loans- NO PERSONAL GUARANTEE
• 30 year payouts
• Int. only loans available

Continued from page 2
from your personal federal and state 
returns, due april 15.

if sales taxes must be collected on the 
goods or services you offer, apply for a certif-
icate of authority from the department 
of Taxation and Finance in albany. if 
you have employees, you must withhold 
a portion of wages for income tax and 
unemployment insurance and remit these 
to the same department. an alternative 
to hiring employees is to use independent 
contractors--those who control their own 
work schedules and report their income as 
self-employed persons.

Create an Image
Business stationery and business cards 

are important in creating an impression 
that your business is a serious venture. 
don’t skimp on quality in paper and enve-
lopes. These project the image of your 
business--and you want that image to be 
solid and serious, not fly-by-night. Note, 
too, that computers offer a choice of attrac-
tive typefaces, making it easy to print your 
letterhead as part of your letters and also 
print a return address on your outgoing 
envelopes.

a second telephone line is recom-
mended to keep business calls separate 
from personal calls, especially if you spend 
a lot of time on the phone. use one line 
for outgoing calls and faxes and the other 
number for receiving incoming calls. if your 
phone company offers unlimited outgoing 
calling service, by all means choose it for 
your outgoing calls.

if mail delivery to your home isn’t 
made until the afternoon, rent a post office 
box and get your business mail early in the 
morning. saving a day in responding will 
add to your efficiency.

Money Matters
Now is a good time to introduce your-

self to your local bank manager and explain 
the nature of the business you are starting. 
he or she will help you to obtain credit 
and can put you in contact with poten-
tial clients locally. To keep business and 
personal funds from being commingled, 
open a separate business checking account. 
deposit all business income in this account 
and write checks for all business expenses 
and business-related payments from it.

Banks and credit card companies today 
are only too anxious to make credit cards 
available to small businesses. Not only do 
such cards facilitate business purchases 
but you will receive an annual categorized 

statement of payments at the end of the 
year to facilitate completing tax returns.

a simple bookkeeping system is 
essential to record monthly expenses and 
income, and to enable you to determine 
your cash flow at any time. No one has 
devised a better payment system than 
c.O.d., and such payment is often eligible 
for a discount from the vendor.

design and use professional-looking 
invoices and end-of-month statements to 
assure a steady cash flow--the lifeblood 
of every business. similarly, businesslike 
purchase orders can systematize the buying 
of stock or supplies and keeping track of 
inventory.

a portion of real estate taxes and oper-
ating expenses, such as mortgage interest, 
homeowner’s insurance premiums and 
utility costs (light, heat, telephone) plus 
depreciation may be deductible on federal 
tax form 8829 as indirect home office 
expenses. This is calculated by determining 
the percentage of the area in the home 
given over to business use.

determining what expenses are 
eligible for the home office deduction can 
be complicated. such expenses may not 
exceed the income earned by the business. 
depreciation of a home also may have an 
impact when you sell your home.

report all income, even payments 
made in cash. Taxing authorities require 
you to keep your business operations sepa-
rate from your personal affairs--”at arms’ 
length” is the term used. do not commingle 
funds or liabilities, even accidentally. 
For federal tax forms and questions, call 
1-800-829-3676. Most states offer similar 
business income tax information and forms 
for withholding or sales taxes. as your 
business grows, you may want to consider 
adding such niceties as health insurance, a 
pension plans and stock options (the latter 
if the business is a corporation).

Blowing your Own Horn
advertising and promotion costs will 

be a major part of the budget of your 
home-based business, especially in the 
beginning. Plan your advertising care-
fully and test the effectiveness of every ad. 
do this by inserting a coded identifying 
number as part of ad response coupons or 
by asking new clients how they found out 
about you and your business.

if yours is a business serving an iden-
tifiable group of clients--doctors, dentists, 
lawyers or other professionals--don’t over-
look the usefulness of direct mail. compile 
your own mailing lists from professional

Continued on page 4

Be your Own Boss - Part 2
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LEGAL NOTICES

Mission Statement
� e Westchester Guardian is a weekly newspaper devot-

ed to the unbiased reporting of events and developments 
that are newsworthy and signi� cant to readers living in, 
and/or employed in, Westchester County. � e Guardian 

will strive to report fairly, and objectively, reliable informa-
tion without favor or compromise. Our � rst duty will be 
to the PEOPLE’S RIGHT TO KNOW, by the exposure 
of truth, without fear or hesitation, no matter where the 
pursuit may lead, in the � nest tradition of FREEDOM OF 
THE PRESS.

� e Guardian will cover news and events relevant to 
residents and businesses all over Westchester County. As a 
weekly, rather than focusing on the immediacy of delivery 
more associated with daily journals, we will instead seek to 

provide the broader, more comprehensive, chronological step-by-step ac-
counting of events, enlightened with analysis, where appropriate.

From amongst journalism’s classic key-words: who, what, when, where, 
why, and how, the why and how will drive our pursuit. We will use our more 
abundant time, and our resources, to get past the initial ‘spin’ and ‘damage 
control’ o en characteristic of immediate news releases, to reach the very 
heart of the matter: the truth. We will take our readers to a point of under-
standing and insight which cannot be obtained elsewhere.  

To succeed, we must recognize from the outset that bigger is not neces-
sarily better. And, furthermore, we will acknowledge that we cannot be all 
things to all readers. We must carefully balance the presentation of relevant, 
hard-hitting, Westchester news and commentary, with features and columns 
useful in daily living and employment in, and around, the county. We must 
stay trim and � exible if we are to succeed.

  

Employment
Exp’d drivers wanted. CDL & TLC 
Lic. needed.

914.663.1006
 For Rent

OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT
Prime Ossining loc - Rt. 9.
950 sq. ft. & 500 sq. ft.

917.363.4366

Real Estate
INVESTMENT

PROPERTY UNIMPROVED
Mount Vernon - Commercial bldg lot, 
9500 sq. ft. Corner bldg. Apts with 
stores. Must sell. $875K. Make offer.

914.632.1230

CLASSIFIED

 FEATURE communitysection
Continued from page 3
directories or even from the phone book. 
Follow up your letters with a phone call in 
which you ask for a meeting at a conve-
nient time.

a news release sent to local newspa-
pers and radio stations can pay dividends 
in free publicity. Printed notices posted 
on post office and supermarket bulletin 
boards have proved surprisingly effective 
in reaching potential consumers.

Look Before you Leap
starting a home-based business has 

its perils, of course. it may mean dipping 
into savings. The process of invoicing 
clients and then waiting to be paid can 
be nerve-wracking. in addition to being 
the “executive” in charge of your home 
office, you may find yourself serving as 
typist, bookkeeper, mail clerk, messenger, 
cleaning person, janitor, and security guard.

despite these drawbacks, if the pros-
pect is still attractive, welcome to the most 
challenging, most exciting, most satisfying 
place to work: a home-based business. and 
say hello to the one who is the best person 
in the world to work for: YOu.

Robert Scott, a former book publisher, is 
the author of Office at home, a best-selling 
title that rode the first wave of the work-
at-home revolution. Now out of print, it is 
available in local libraries.

Be your Own Boss-Part 2

King Lear has my vote 
for the greatest play ever 
written, but as performed at 
BaM by england’s visiting 
donmar Warehouse produc-

tion, it is no such thing. Neither the Lear 
nor the cortdelia is up to snuff, nor are 
christopher Oram’s décor and costumes. 
Moreover, limiting the cast to bare essen-
tials turns national tragedy into domestic 
drama, a kind of Kushnerized shakespeare.

The stark semicircular row of tall gray 
walls made of geometrically carved, contig-
uous boulders may pass for Lear’s palace, 
and perhaps even for those of regan and 
Goneril, but will not do for the many 
outdoor scenes, whether for a stormy heath, 
a battleground, or just plain landscape. and 
characters wearing the same formal black 
costumes and dress shoes throughout, even 
for combat, do not convince. Neither does 
the absence of courtiers, soldiery, and more 
than a couple of servants convey the requi-
site pomp and circumstance, though it may 
facilitate travel.

derek Jacobi is a good actor for comedy 

and some kinds of drama, but a tragedian 
he is not. his Lear lacks a noble counte-
nance, regal bearing, big emotions and 
progressive dishevelment. rather, he gives 
us something like steady cantankerousness, 
sporadic hissy-fits, and whiny petulance. 
Great lines and whole speeches are more 
or less thrown away.

Thus i wouldn’t have thought it 
possible to make the maddened Lear’s 
response to the blinded Gloucester’s plea 
to kiss his hand—“Let me wipe it first. 
it smells of mortality”—made unmoving 
by an overlong pause in the middle and a 
sotto voce finish, but Jacobi managed just 
that. Particularly feeble are his rage in the 
storm and flatness in his awakened social 
consciousness; so too his final scene is more 
stagy than shattering.

Of similar diminution is the color-
less cordelia--though played by an actress 
of color, Pippa Bennett-Warner--who 
emerges less interesting than her heart-
less sisters, suitably characterized by Gina 
McKee (Goneril) and Justine Mitchell 
(regan). alec Newman’s bastard edmund, 
perhaps to compensate for his slight stature, 
is such an obvious villain as not to have 
fooled anyone. Legitimate brother edgar 
is passable as a scholarly type disguising 
himself as near-naked beggar, but passable 
is not quite good enough.

conversely, Paul Jesson’s Gloucester, 
Michael hadley’s Kent, ron cook’s Fool, 
Tom Beard’s albany, and Gideon Turner’s 
cornwall are all perfectly on target, and so 
too, in the tiny part of the King of France, 
is ashley Zhangazha, though his being 
black like cordelia (rejected by the white 
Burgundy)makes it look like members 
of a minority sticking together, hardly 
shakespeare’s intent.

Michael Grandage, donmar’s departing 
artistic director, who also staged the hapless 
hamlet with Jude Law in 2009, must be 
held in large part responsible. if we want 
hit-or-miss shakespeare, we have enough 
of it in american productions—no need to 
import it from Britain.

Lynn Nottage may well be the one black 
playwright of whom it cannot be said that 
she amassed her many awards on her race 
and gender. intimate apparel and ruined 
were solid plays, and so, more or less, is By 
the Way, Meet Vera stark. it makes jokes 
about old subjects emerge refreshingly new.

We get the rising movie star Gloria 
Mitchell and her black maid, Vera stark, 
an aspiring actress in 1933 holywood. The 
incipient film, The Belle of New Orleans, 
will have the posturing Gloria in the lead, 
but competing for supporting roles are 
Vera and her two apartment mates: jolly, 
roly-poly Lottie and promiscuous anne 
Mae. The former takes in sewing; the latter 
snags a date with Maximilian von Oser, the 
German director-to-be of Belle, who carries 
on about realistically portrayed suffering 
black slaves to the horror of producer 
Fredrick slasvick, who wants nothing but 
escapist fare and cheerful blacks.

Meanwhile Vera has caught the lustful 
eye of spunky Leroy Barksdale, trumpeter 
and would-be composer, employed as von 
Oster’s savvy chauffeur. at a party in Gloria’s 
house, waiting on the fanatical director and 
finicky producer, Vera and Lottie hilariously 
act as pathetically kowtowing slaves, hoping 
to be cast in Belle: “slaves with lines?” Lottie 
asks in wonderment. equally funny is anne 
Mae’s desperate Brazilian act under her flat-
mates’ sarcastic scrutiny.

in act Two, a scene on Brad donovan’s 
popular TV talk show in 1973, reunites 
Vera, now a second-tier movie celebrity, 
and Gloria, turned British actress in an 
amusingly fake affectionate display, with 
the hilariously caricatured British hipster, 
Peter rhys-davies, their preposterous 
fan, cheering them on. intercut with this 
is a 2003 round-table discussion of Vera 
stark’s life and career, moderated by awed 
african-american herb Forrester, with two 
antithetical panelists. One is carmen Levy-
Green, a sedulously scholarly historian; the 
other, afua assata ejobo, a militant lesbian 
poet activist; their views comically clash. 
a film clip of Vera in close-up concludes 
the play with appropriate shaggy-dog 
ambiguity.

if you ask why so much plot summary, 
the answer is that, other than some funny 
dialogue and wittily contrived plot, there is no 
third, in-depth dimension. There is, though, 
some interpolated singing and dancing, 
which, though fun, is a trifle excessive.

Lovely sanaa Lathan, as Vera, is 
equally expert as charmer and comedienne;

Continued on page 5

Differently Stark
By JOHN SIMON
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Continued from page 4
Karen Oliva’s anna Mae is delicious as 
pseudo-Brazilian man-eater and revo-
lutionary poetess. Kimberly hebert 
Gregory is as droll as sardonic Lottie as 
she is academic carmen. daniel Breaker 
is wonderful both as cocky Leroy and as 
pompously ingratiating herb. stephanie 
J. Block manages to keep different aspects 
of Gloria cleverly just this side of rampant 
caricature; whereas Kevin isola, slightly 
overdone as Maximilian von Oster, is just 
right as rhys-davies. david Garrison is 
superbly parodic as a pandering producer 
and jesuitically opportunistic TV host.

Neil Patel’s sets, esosa’s costumes, Tony 
Gerber’s film sequences and shawn sagady’s 
projections unstintingly contribute to the 

laughs. Jo Bonney’s direction may appear 
to lean a mite too heavily on the cartoonish, 
but finally suit the farcical spirit of the text. 
What her meretricious producer, slasvick, 
dishonestly strives for, Ms. Nottage as 
writer honorably achieves: gusts of guffaws 
from an all-worry-forgetting audience.

John simon has written for over 50 
years on theatre, film, literature, music and 
fine arts for the Hudson Review, New Leader, 
New Criterion, National Review, New York 
Magazine, Opera News, Weekly Standard, 
Broadway.com and Bloomberg News. Mr. 
simon holds a Phd from harvard university 
in comparative Literature and has taught at 
MiT, harvard university, Bard college and 
Marymount Manhattan college.

To learn more, visit the JohnSimon-
Uncensored.com website.

Differently Stark

Timothy Jaccard, a 
police medic, continued 
to see dead babies, aban-
doned in the garbage, and 

started asking why this was happening. 
he started to research and discovered a 
woman who gave up (or abandoned) a 
baby incurred charges which could result 
in incarceration. he felt laws needed to 
be changed. a federal act passed in l988 
defined abandoned babies as those born 
in a hospital but not discharged with their 
parents for a variety of reasons such as 
parental drug use. Now this has changed 
because abandoned babies are consid-
ered those not born in hospitals or left 
in unsafe places. We can give credit to 
Jaccard for many changes in these laws.

Jaccard told the Northern 
Westchester and Putnam center for 
Life members, they had five cases which 
after he researched them, made him 
decide, “something had to be done.” 
There were even 12 and 13 year old girls 
having babies that were abandoned. he 
went around the country attempting to 
get state Governors to talk to him. The 
break-through came when in Texas he 
was able to meet with Governor George 
W. Bush and Jack Morris. Bush promised 
him if a Baby safe haven Bill was passed 
by his state legislature and placed on his 
desk he would sign it within two weeks. 
however, he was told he needed statistics 

to back up his claims of how many dead 
newborns were being found.

Jaccard’s commissioner (Kane) at 
work took him off the street and assigned 
him to the medical examiner so he could 
do the necessary research need to get a 
law passed. he found of 13,312 cases of 
deaths, 3,312 cases were infant homicides 
and another l0,000 plus were called “sids 
(sudden “infant death syndrome). 
Many 12-15 year olds gave birth. in l991 
there were 21,000 abandoned children 
in the united states, but in l998 there 
were 30,800 and an 43% increase. This 
was enough information to back up the 
Baby save haven Bill. after Governor 
George Bush signed a safe haven law, all 
fifty states and the district of columbia 
(where Bush was now President) signed 
safe haven bills. all that was left now were 
the Foreign Nation indian reservations 
and after meeting with their chiefs, all 
except alaska and hawaii approved a bill. 
all a woman has to do now is to relin-
quish the baby to any responsible person. 
in New York and Maryland she has to call 
the authorities and will not be criminally 
changed.

Jaccard has not stopped in this 
mission of hope. Last year in New York 
state a funeral was given to Thomas John 
(hope) who was the only abandoned 
child lost last year in New York state. 
Preferably, Jaccard said, they don’t want 

“Something Had to Be Done” About Dead Babies
By PEGGy GODFREy

http://www.empirecitygaming.com
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Professional Dominican
Hairstylists & Nail Technicians

Yudi’s Salon 610 Main St, New Rochelle, NY 10801 914.633.7600

Hair Cuts • Styling • Wash & Set • Perming
Pedicure • Acrylic Nails • Fill Ins • Silk Wraps • Nail Art Designs

 Highights • Coloring • Extensions • Manicure • Eyebrow Waxing

George Weinbaum
ATTORNEY AT LAW

175 MAIN ST., SUITE 711-7 • WHITE PLAINS, NY 10601

FREE CONSULTATION:

Before speaking to the police... call

Criminal, Medicaid, Medicare 
Fraud, White-Collar Crime &
Health Care Prosecutions. T. 914.948.0044

F. 914.686.4873

 COMMUNITy

mothers to use the save haven Law, 
and they will pay for the hospital, with 
the hope that parenting or adoption will 
result.

The aM children of hope 
Foundation Baby safe haven Program 
has recorded over 2,300 babies that have 
been relinquished through safe haven 
groups. They are a 501c3 foundation 

which supports birth mothers. The orga-
nization provides information about this 
legal alternative, informs law enforce-
ment, as well as healthcare and emergency 
services about the safe haven Laws. 
some of the methods used to tell everyone 
about this foundation are public service 
announcements, guest appearances on 
local and national media, and thousands 

of printed materials on this topic which 
have been widely posted. classroom 
programs are used to educate teens on 
how to prevent pregnancy or understand 
how to deal with “panic pregnancies” and 
postpartum disorders. There is a national 
hotline anyone can call for help: 1-888-
510-Baby. People in New York state can 
call 1-877-796-4673.

Jaccard has received more than 100 
awards for his pioneering and selfless 

work to get safe haven laws passed. This 
is no doubt he deserves all of them. But he 
isn’t stopping yet. he told The Westchester 
Guardian, “right now, the 18 month 
old baby found at Jones Beach is being 
investigated to decide whether it is part 
of a serial killer or infanticide. When the 
interrogation is over, he continued, “The 
baby will have a full burial.”

Peggy Godfrey is a freelance writer, and a 
former educator.

When the four retired 
husbands first told their 
wives that they were 
applying for a grant to 

make a short film to help lonely, retired 
people return to dating, their wives 
replied: “When’s the last time you tried to 
date someone?”

after the men received the grant, their 
doubting wives asked: “You’re saying that 
one of the areas the film has to discuss is 
how to be sexually active again? You four 
are now sex advisors?”

When the husbands later suggested 
that they and their wives should be the 
film’s actors, the wives’ reactions now 
were: “You want to include us? You hope 
to sell this film, and people who buy it will 
see us acting out how to get friendly with 
a man, even if we’re just acting with our 
husbands? You really expect us to be in 
your movie?”

still, the wives agree to come to their 
husbands’ next meeting, in the back room 
of a small diner in downtown Manhattan. 
after everyone hugs and kisses and tells 
each other that they look good, Bob 
reviews some scenes he’s written:

“We see a retired man and woman at 

their first meeting. since so much of the daily 
talk they’re used to is about health, they’re 
now wondering when they should start 
discussing each other’s health. But will their 
conditions scare away the other person?

“also, how honest should they initially 
be about their personal finances? They 
worry that may be the reason the other  
person accepts or rejects them. and sex. 
Older people usually haven’t been sexually 
involved if they’re not in a relationship. if 
they start to date now, how soon are they 
expected to be sexually active, and what 
should active mean?”

“Bob, these sex scenes,” says Kenny, “can 
be very helpful to people who see the film. as 
much acting as you need from me, you have.”

“But very little from me,” says roz, 
Kenny’s wife. “Just because, like my 
husband, i was a high school english 
teacher explaining character motivation, 
doesn’t mean i’m motivated to discuss 
different parts of my life in a film.”

“But if the husbands do all the acting, 
it’s wrong,” argues steven. “Women are the 
majority of people over sixty-five, and have 
an even harder time finding someone. We 
need you, our wives, to be involved.”

“don’t you think we recognize you 

don’t have to pay us, unlike professional 
actors?” says Nancy, steven’s wife. “But i 
will say this. When i was a supervisor at 
the motor vehicle department, i saw how 
people’s driving styles were a part of who 
they were. But creating a successful film 
to push the retired who are alone to start 
to date, which may represent their last 
chance for a relationship--that needs a lot 
of understanding. Look, like roz, i’ll agree 
to help, but in just a very few scenes.”

“There are fourteen million single 
older people, and many need the film’s 
dating advice,” says Myron. “Most are 
women. The numbers say we need you.”

“i’m not a number,” replies Mimi, his 
wife. “When i was a department store 
home furnishings buyer, i knew what 
made people comfortable. But a film 
advising oldies, like us, who also live alone 
and may be emotionally down. That’s 
tough. i’ll also just do a few small parts, 
and surely not in any scene about how to 
create a physical relationship.”

“Then where are we?” asks Bob. “as 
the director, i have seven inexperienced 
actors--not including Kenny, of course, 
our over-experienced amateur actor who’d 
like to be in every scene. and my female 

actors are hesitant about even looking at the 
camera. how can we continue to talk about 
the retired being especially free and able to 
create important projects for society?”

“What if we pull slips out of a bowl 
that match us to different scenes you’ve 
already written?” asks his wife, Joan. 
“eliminate any scenes bringing up sex. 
That at least could get us going. don’t 
forget, i worked in advertising too, Bob, 
and, i know, like you, i’m looking forward 
to doing a without doubt, truthful film. 
This could be it.”

Bob smile. “Yes, to believe we can do 
completely honest projects at our age. it 
reminds me of doing a commercial. The 
corporate advertiser would say, ‘shoot 
whatever the facts tell you.’ Then they’d see 
the early takes--based on the facts--and 
quickly call for a rewrite. and we’re not 
promoting boxes of soap but retired people 
getting their last years right. That’s all.”

Allan Luks is a nationally recognized social 
works leader and advocate for volunteerism. 
He is the former head of Big Brothers Big 
Sisters of New York City and is currently a 
visiting professor at Fordham University, 
where he teaches several courses in nonprofit 
leadership. He is also a nationally recog-
nized author, most notably for The Healing 
Powers of Doing Good, a landmark book on 
the important health benefits of volunteering. 
You can learn more about Allan at http://
allanluks.com.

The Retired (Try To) Strike Back Chapter 5 – The Wives Sign On
By ALLAN LUKS

 BOOKS

“Something Had to Be Done” About Dead Babies

http://www.ciaoeastchester.com
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 ANALySIS

YONKers, NY 
--attorney Gretchen Kim, 
whose two children attend the 
Yonkers Public school district, 

earlier this past week formally requested the 
‘missing’ report of the 2005 – 2006 lawsuit 
designated ‘citizens for Yonkers’ vs New 
York state to the law firm that handled the 
suit at that time. a copy of the request was 
divulged to Yonkers Mayor Phil amicone, 
Yonkers city council President chuck 
Lesnick, and to Yonkers Public school 
superintendent Bernard Pierorazio.

Ms. Kim advises she has been encouraged 
her inquiry by many parents whose children 
attend the Yonkers Public school district. The 
catalyst for this collective concern has been the 
local, state, and federal budget crisis which has 
left the YPs district wanting.

The premise is such that either the 
amicone administration and/or former 
Governor david Paterson, and/or his 
successor Governor andrew cuomo are 
holding back funds that should rightfully 
be directed to the YPs district. devoid of 
substantiating this premise, some parents 
believe exposing what they judge to be the 
under funding of the YPs district by both 
Yonkers and New York state, will initiate a 
better milieu propitious in convincing the 
Yonkers city council membership that 
budgetary priorities during these financially 
trying times demand placing an emphasis 
on education. The belief is that Yonkers 
Mayor Phil amicone can be pressured to 
supposedly rectify this crisis.

The letter’s objective is to...
* ascertain whether the ’05 lawsuit found 
any funds that were lawfully judged to be 
designated in favor of the Yonkers Public 
school system, and if so, from what source 
are these funds to be derived.
* clarification is also sought as to why the 
suit was abruptly ended and where a copy of 
final documents may be had. There are no 
known filings with any court.

* it will also be suggested that the suit 
should have been presented by pro-bono 

lawyers, instead of being afforded former 
Yonkers Board of education Board of 
Trustees President robert Ferrito, to choose 
legal counsel toward this legal endeavor. 
editor’s Note: Mr Ferrito was the presi-
dent of the John d. calandra Lodge for the 
Order of the sons of italy. Two weeks after 
stepping down as president of the lodge, Mr 
Ferrito, previously hired by Mayor amicone 
specifically to undertake incorporating the 
Yonkers Board of education as a depart-
ment of the city of Yonkers, Mr Ferrito 
engaged the services of senator calandra’s 
son to join the city of utica in a lawsuit 
aimed at “getting Yonkers’ fair share” of 
education funding from New York state. 
The lodge is named after the honorable 
senator calandra. it was the former sena-
tor’s son who earned the plum job of legally 
fighting the fight for the YPs district 
despite his being said not being qualified to 
do so on his own. With Mr Ferrito’s urging 
and Mayor amicone’s blessing, senator 
calandra’s son was hired at $400 per hour; 
an associate of the son, said to be qualified 
for the task, was hired at $600 an hour. The 
funding for the suit was allegedly extracted 
from the Yonkers Board of education 
(YBoe) at a total cost said to have exceeded 
$2 million. after the funds were exhausted, 
legal counsel was directed to extricate the 
YBoe from the lawsuit. Mr Ferrito advised 
he would summarize the findings gleaned 
throughout the process yet no such report 
was ever furnished.

it has been inferred by some in the 
‘Yonkers street’ that neither the mayor 
nor the superintendent worked diligently 
enough to find free legal representation, 
choosing instead to relegate the task among 
the ‘Friends and Family Network.

These issues were reported in timely 
fashion exclusively by the Yonkers Tribune, 
to a city silent to the issue approximately 5 
years ago. No other media would touch the 
issue then or thereafter. The ‘acid-tongued 
bloggers were on target then and are vindi-
cated today to what had transpired.

Parent of YPS Students Formally Requests Report of ’05 
Citizens for ‘Yonkers vs New York State’ Lawsuit

By HEZI ARIS

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Please submit your Letter to the Editor electronically, that is by 
directing email to WHyTeditor@gmail.com Please confine your writing 
to between 350 and 500 words. your name, address, and telephone 
contact is requested for verification purpose only. A Letter to the 
Editor will be accepted at the editor’s discretion when space permits. A 
maximum of one submission per month may be accepted.

http://www.amtrak.com
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Movie 
Review:  “Cave of 
Forgotten Dreams” (+)

This is not really a movie or a docu-
mentary in the traditional sense but rather 
a segment on cavemen and cave art which 
one would enjoy on The history channel 
or National Geographic. The producers 
had to stretch it out to a movie length of 
90 minutes or so.

The drawings found in a cave in 
southern France, estimated to be 32,000 
years old, are phenomenal. They depict 
horses, deer, bears, panthers, bison and 
rhinos. interestingly, so far as i know, the 
cavemen here and elsewhere never drew 
human figures, although they did create 

female statues generally thought by the 
experts to be goddesses of fertility.

i wouldn’t advise you to skip this 
picture, but at the same time, i would not 
describe it as an evening’s entertainment 
worthy of four stars.

henry stern said: The deep caves 
under the wilderness, totally hidden since 
a major rock slide 20,000 years ago sealed 
up the entrance, and the ancient drawings 
of large animals which adorned the walls of 
the caves, were fascinating to see – for about 
forty minutes. But that is not a market-
able length for a film, so we were treated 
to academic explanation and speculation, 
chatter on the surface, and philosophical 
musings. everything in the film was well 
done, by scientists and art experts.

The problem was that it was a 
museum visit that lasted beyond the visi-
tor’s attention span, gnats that we are. 
and it was impossible to leave the cave 
while we were trapped underground. We 
inadvertently went to the theater (Lincoln 
Plaza) where it only showed in 2-d. after 
all, the pictures were 2-d. But we were 
told it was much more striking in 3-d. if 
you go, pay the $4 extra. You are supposed 
to believe what your senses tell you – that 
you are inside the cave. see if you can hold 
on to the glasses for the next epic.

 HEALTH

an intense battle is 
waged constantly inside all 
of us. a struggle to grow in 
our humanity or fall back to 
potentially self-destructive 

thought patterns. With my mental illness, 
there is constant and more dominate 
chatter of should haves, what-ifs, if only, 
along with fears, prohibitions and at times 
extreme dread. each day can be a moment 
to moment struggle to complete the task 
at hand and move on to the next respon-
sibility. This is not a winnable war in the 
sense of absolutes, but small minor victo-
ries everyday and then starting over the 
next with the sounding of the alarm clock 
and the possibility of the great victory of 
survival. i must keep the mind positively 
occupied; focus on the task at hand and 
ignore warnings from this brain. even 
in our dreams we can be attacked by our 
own minds. escape is only temporary; the 
more one tries to “run” from these intrusive 
thoughts, the greater the pain as the mind 
fights back. The methods used to escape 
vary and are difficult if not painful.

in the prior column, i 
discussed the cherokee tale 
of the battle between good 
and evil inside all of us. This 
struggle is part of our human 
nature and must be fought not 

just day to day but again from thought to 
thought. it can be more prominent in those 
who suffer from mental illness (which 
is really a biological/chemical imbalance 
– an invisible physical illness) and other 
chronic illnesses than in those who can live 
a ‘normal’ daily existence.

To review the tale goes like this:
One evening an old cherokee told his 

grandson about a battle that goes on inside 
people. he said, “My son, the battle is 
between two “wolves” inside us all.”

“One is Evil. It is anger, envy, jealousy, 
sorrow, regret, greed, arrogance, self-pity, 
guilt, resentment, inferiority, lies, false pride, 
superiority and ego.” (I’ll add on fear, insecu-
rity, doubt, etc. )

and
“The other is Good. It is joy, peace, love, 

hope, serenity, humility, kindness, benevolence, 
empathy, generosity, truth, compassion and 
faith.” (I’ll add on the gifts of the Holy Spirit.)

The grandson thought about it for a 
minute and then asked his grandfather: 
“which wolf wins?’

The old cherokee simply replies, “The 
one you feed.”

Falling back to our primal ways, to 
slip in our all too frequent moments of 
weakness is an everyday, every moment 
temptation. Patience, work and prayers 
are needed just to maintain small gains 
and keep our heads above water, but we do 
fail, constantly. it is in our humanity that 
we fail. it is also part of our humanity, our 
faith, to do a little better the next time, to 
achieve a better relationship with others, to 
grow closer to our God. is not sorry, such 
an auspicious and suitable word, used so 
predominately with those with love espe-
cially between spouses and other family 
members. is this not one the most used 
words when children interact with others. 
When we say this we desire to return the 
foundation constructed by feeding the 
good.

With mental illness it’s so hard to 
feed the goodness because we do not 
recognize it. Our minds are geared incor-
rectly, focusing on our incompleteness. 
i compare, see the veneer of others and 
project. i view this thin shadow and believe 
the outward appearance of completeness, 
fitfulness (both physical & mental) is 
representative of their whole. i do not see 
that they may have their share of fears and 

doubts. Projecting perfection magnifies my 
imperfections, a by-product of my obses-
sive compulsive traits.

Feeding the good begins with recog-
nizing the difficulty of letting go and 
letting God. My plate of preconceptions 
must be dealt with but not overindulged. i 
must look around and start with a mental 
and physical house cleaning. (From mental 
what ifs and should haves, to cleaning up 
the real piles of note pads, newspapers, 
turning off the television and talk radio. 
selecting what i want my mind to hear, 
to feed on and asking will this be of any 
benefit to my overall well being, my soul.) 
removing this clutter surrounding me 
will create something of a fresh start, a 
small foundation to let in some peace and 
serenity. From here, i can grow, slowly, 
taking small steps to achieve and recognize 
kindness, generosity, faith and its gifts. 
From here, i can try to live by the Gospels 
and feed the soul by reaching outward.

There is a certain pleasure, comfort 
from “feeding the good” in ourselves and 
especially in others. reaching outside 
ourselves, to serve, brings us closer to the 
center - a magnificent component of my 
catholic Faith.

The Two Wolves (Part II)
By GLENN SLABy

Ed Koch Movie Reviews
By Edward I. Koch

 MOVIES
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Movie Review:  
“The Beaver” (-)

i decided to see this film, 
directed by Jodie Foster, 
because nothing of conse-
quence had opened over the 
weekend and also because 
the Daily News reviewer, 
( J.N.), had given it three stars. 
having seen the picture, i can 
tell you that we have different 
values regarding movies.

Two excellent actors star 
in the film: Jodie Foster and Mel Gibson. 

Based on newspaper reports 
of Gibson’s private life and 
his anti-semitic tirades, 
he appears to be a horrible 
person, but i don’t let my 
political prejudices preclude 
my seeing a film or influence 
my reviews.

a toy manufacturer, 
Walter Black (Mel Gibson), 
suffers from serious depres-
sion and has attempted 
suicide. Walter and his wife 
Meredith ( Jodie Foster), who 

designs roller coasters, have two children. 

Porter (anton Yelchin) is a high-school 
student who writes papers for class-
mates for which he receives $500-$1,000. 
The couple’s younger son, henry (riley 
Thomas stewart), doesn’t have much to 
emote about.

how does Walter deal with his 
depression which causes him to sleep most 
of the time? he begins to speak through 
a beaver puppet he found in a trash bin. 
i personally did not find the beaver’s 
dialogue (in an australian accent) to be 
enthralling nor did i ever feel emotion-
ally involved in Walter’s pain and agony. 
Jodie Foster’s performance added nothing 

to the film. The best actor in the movie 
was anton Yelchin, the oldest son.

When i sat down in the theater, two 
women walked in front of me. The younger 
said, “Mayor, my mother almost sat in your 
lap.” at the end of the picture she asked me 
what i thought of it to which i replied, “it 
was terrible.” i recalled the 1940’s english 
movie dead of Night starring Michael 
redgrave and the scene of him on a plane 
with a puppet. it was terrifying and scared 
the hell out of me. “The Beaver” had no 
impact at all. stay away.

You can watch Ed Koch’s Movie Reviews at 
www.MayorKoch.com.

 MOVIES

 MOVIES

PeLhaM, NY -- 
Who among us hasn’t heard 
the name “Tiffany’s” and 
immediately pictured a little 

black dress, a nameless cat, and an elegantly 
coiffed audrey hepburn, munching a 
danish on Fifth avenue? how fitting is 
it then to screen Breakfast at Tiffany’s to 
introduce The Picture house’s exciting 
new Women on Film series on May 19! a 
sparkling wine reception will toast the film’s 
50th anniversary at 6:30 pm with a showing 
of the film at 7:00 pm. Tickets are online 
at www.thepicturehouse.org at $10 for 
members, $12 for students, and $15 for 
non-members.

The Picture house is delighted to 
welcome sam Wasson, author of the new 
book Fifth Avenue, 5 A.M.: Audrey Hepburn, 

Breakfast at Tiffany’s, and the Dawn of the 
Modern Woman. Mr. Wasson will join film 
critic caryn James for a discussion about 
the film immediately following the movie. 
after the discussion, Mr. Wasson will hold 
a book signing. copies of his critically 
acclaimed book will be on sale at the event. 
since its debut in 1961,Breakfast at Tiffany’s 
has continued to live on as a favorite motion 
picture classic. Loosely based on the novella 
by Truman capote, audrey hepburn 
portrays the irrepressible socialite holly 
Golightly, while actor George Peppard plays 
the struggling writer who lives in the same 
New York city apartment building. The film 
also features memorable performances by 
Patricia Neal, Buddy epson, Martin Balsam, 
and Mickey rooney. hepburn’s celebrated 

role included her poignant version of “Moon 
river,” which became the Oscar-winning 
song of the year and a huge hit for henry 
Mancini and lyricist Johnny Mercer.

Picture house executive director, 
Jennifer christman said, “sam Wasson’s 
book makes exquisitely clear why Breakfast 
at Tiffany’s has enchanted audiences for 50 
years.  Who can resist the pixie charm of 
audrey hepburn, the understated elegance 
of her Givenchy couture, and the heart-
wrenching struggle between holly’s past 
and her future?  i am particularly excited to 
reexamine this film through the lens of our 
newest series, Women on Film.  This prom-
ises to be Breakfast at Tiffany’s like you’ve 
never seen it before!”

About the Women on Film SERIES
This series will tackle one of the most 

contentious issues in the film world today—
the depiction of women onscreen and 
the state of women in the film industry. 
Women on Film will showcase the work of 
female filmmakers, actresses, writers and 
producers, as well as films that lend them-
selves to conversations about women, both 
onscreen and behind the scenes. The series 
is hosted by critic caryn James (indieWIRE, 
Newsweek), who will lead discussion with 
the audience and Q&as with special guests. 
audience members can learn, debate, and 
be entertained as The Picture house pres-
ents the best of Women On Film.

As Travel Editor, she is either constantly globe-
hopping to share her unique experiences with 
our readers or sometimes found closer to home; 

from the exotic to the sublime. As Beauty / 
Fashion Editor Barbara Barton Sloane keeps 
us informed on the capricious and engaging 
fashion scene.

The Picture House Launches Its Women On Film Series with 
50th Anniversary Showing of Breakfast at Tiffany’s

By BARBARA BARTON SLOANE
MAY 19—Conversation and Book Signing with Author Sam Wasson and Film Critic Caryn James

www.MayorKoch.com
www.thepicturehouse.org
http://www.gothiccabinetcraft.com
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Margaret Mead once said, “Never 
underestimate that a small group of 
committed citizens can change the world; 
indeed it’s the only thing that ever does”. 
The same can be said for Gary Murphy and 
his wife robin Glantz-Murphy, the driving 
force behind the hudson Valley Patriots. 
if you follow Westchester county Politics, 
whether it involves a small school board 
election or the insanity of the Westchester 
county Board of Legislators, you’ve seen 
Gary Murphy in the crowd. he and his 
wife robin are among the growing grass-
roots activists who are holding our elected 
officials responsible for the decisions that 
they make on our behalf.

The Murphy’s are small business owners 
who run the Maid Brigade in Valhalla. 
Being the directors of all things dirty isn’t 
that different from being in politics. Politics 
is just a different kind of dirty. Most folks 
realize that politics is what it is and usually 
just accept the business as usual attitude 
that goes along with that strange sort of 
governance that we’ve to know. What sent 
the Murphy’s over the edge was the MTa 
payroll tax that was instituted late in 2009. 
if you work, no matter you do, you pay this 
tax. if you are an employer whose payroll 

exceeds 2,500.00 quarterly you pay. if you 
are self employed and make over 10,000 a 
year, you pay. This tax finances the MTa 
which by the way continues to increase 
their fares as well. i guess it’s important 
to the management of the MTa to keep 
that 28.1 billion dollar budget on the track 
through 2014.

With their business overlooking the 
Metro North railroad station in Valhalla, 
the Murphy’s decided that the only way 
to get their message across was to work 
for change on a grassroots level. They 
joined rob astorino’s campaign for county 
executive and never looked back. Their 
values were originally aligned with the 
newly formed Tea Party movement . They 
supported Tea Party backed candidates

Continued on page 11

 COMMUNITy

Our readers from 
Yorktown are looking for 
some news on their great 
town, so here you go…
The ribbon has been cut 

and the kids are really enjoying the brand 
new state-of-the-art facility, Woodlands 
Legacy Field in Yorktown…

Now here’s a really cool program…
Mount Kisco child care center’s 
award-winning JeWeL ( Joining elders 
With early Learners) program joins our 
young children with older adults from 
My second home, a program of Family 
services of Westchester, our on-site 
neighbors. JeWeL is the first shared site, 
intergenerational program of its kind in 
Westchester county, and is collaboration 
between MKccc and Family services of 
Westchester.

Be careful out there…con edison 
will be performing tree pruning and 
hazardous tree removal work over the 

next six weeks. any work on private prop-
erty will require approval of the property 
owner. any questions should be directed 
to Kerry Mccormack, chief construction 
inspector, con edison Line clearance 
dept., at 914-789-6645. By the way, feel 
free to swing by my house…

congratulations to Neal Miller as he 
has been appointed the new superinten-
dent by the Briarcliff Board of education.

so, if you are looking to donate some 
free time, why not join the auxiliary of 
Northern Westchester hospital, give them 
a call at 914-234-5453.

Three cheers for the Mount Kisco Fire 
department ancients Fife & drum corps as 
they won a number of awards at the Greater 
danbury area drum corps association.

and don’t forget this great event 
hosted by NY Giants QB eli Manning, 
the Guiding eyes Golf classic being held 
June 13, visit www.guidingeyes.org for 
more information.

This looks interesting…the Trailside 
Nature Museum at Ward Pound ridge 
reservation will host “Birding with ed 
Kanze,” on saturday morning May 21 at 
7:30am, you know what they say “the early 
bird catches the worm,” call 914-864-7322 
for details.

even though, i can’t carry a tune in 
a basket, i still want to mention that the 
wonderful opening night for caramoor’s 
annual festival will be “h.M.s. Pinafore” on 
June 25th. Will crutchfield will be conducting, 
call 914-2321252 for more information.

if you live in Mount Kisco, not to 
worry if your water pressure is low or the 
water a little brownish, the village is just 
finishing up their hydrant flushing, which 
should be concluded by May 20th.

The 49th annual White Plains Outdoor 
arts Festival will take place at Tibbits Park 
on June 4th. This is a really nice family 
outing, so head on out and enjoy. call 
914-993-8271 for details.

Turning to the world of sports…
Yorktown defeated rival Lakeland/

Panas in high school boys lacrosse to 
capture the Murphy cup, the cup honors 

the late charlie Murphy who spent many 
years in the Yorktown program.

in girls lax action, Pleasantville’s Liz 
King scored four goals including her 
100th on the varsity as Pleasantville beat 
Briarcliff 15 to 8.

The annual Future stars Lacrosse 
camp at suNY Purchase fires up again 
for boys on June 27th and for girls July 4…

in golf, Fox Lane remains unde-
feated at 16-0 with a victory over rye and 
harrison this week.

speaking of my daughter’s alma mater 
Fox Lane…the Fox Lane Youth Lacrosse 
travel team (7th and 8th grade) will be hosting 
a Lacrosse jamboree called Laxin4Tony at 
the high school on sunday May 22. The 
proceeds will go to Tony ciccone, a former 
player who was paralyzed from the neck 
down while playing lacrosse. For more 
information please contact sheila smith at 
smith8clan@yahoo.com.

if you have an event or story you would 
like to see in this column, please direct 
mailto:marsar@optonline.net.

Be happy, be healthy and…have a 
great week!

News & Notes from Northern Westchester
By MARK JEFFERS

assemblyman steve Katz 
(r,i-Yorktown) today joined 
the family of Yorktown’s own, 
Michael Perry, at the state 
of New York Police Officers 
Memorial held in albany.

The White Plains Police 
detective Officer died of a heart 
attack while pursuing a theft 
suspect at the Galleria last June.

“We must each take the 
time to reflect on the sacrifice 
of our fallen heroes, including 
our friend Michael Perry, and extend our 
deep gratitude to his wife, Teresa, his chil-
dren and his family for his service,” said 
the assemblyman. “as a representative, 
it is a top priority for me to ensure that 
our police, fire, military and other emer-
gency responders have the resources they 
need to continue keeping our commu-
nities safe. as we gather today to honor 
detective Officer Perry, i would also like 
to extend my most sincere thanks to all 
those who serve and protect our commu-
nities, state and nation.”

Last summer, an estimated 2,000 
people attended detective Officer Perry’s 
funeral. he was the first White Plains 

officer to die in the line of duty 
in more than 60 years and, in 
recognition of his honorable 
service, he was promoted from 
the rank of officer to detective 
posthumously.

executive and legislative 
proclamations mark May 10, 
2011 as Police Memorial day, 
observed by the state with a 
memorial service held today 
at the New York state Police 
Officers Memorial in albany, 

featuring remarks from legislative leaders, 
the Lieutenant Governor and attorney 
General, as well as a Police honor Guard 
and Pipe Band procession and Massing of 
the colors held through the streets of the 
state capital.

The names of the fallen officers 
inscribed onto the memorial were 
unveiled, including detective Officer 
Perry’s name which can be found at the 
bottom of the memorial’s panel a.

EDITORS’ NOTE: A video of the proces-
sion and Assemblyman Katz’s remarks can be 
watched by clicking the following link:http://
youtu.be/iU8kvapJdRU.

Katz Honors Yorktown’s Own
Officer Michael Perry Inducted into NyS Police Officers Memorial Honor Roll

Spotlight on Gary and Robin Glantz-Murphy
By NANCy KING

www.guidingeyes.org
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Continued from page 10
like carl Paladino who campaigned for 
fiscal reform but unlike most members of 
the Tea Party movement, the Murphy’s 
were’t as socially conservative as the usual 
Tea Partier. as owners of a cleaning busi-
ness, their employees are primarily Latino. 
They saw first hand the struggles that their 
employees encountered while working 
within the legal constraints of not being a 
day worker. They were he legally and were 
pursuing the american dream doing a job 
that most of us hate doing. But they also 
realized that with the MTa tax, it would 
be impossible to offer their employees the 
benefit of health care or raises. What had 
once been allotted for that, was now going 
into the pockets of the MTa management.

This is not to say that Gary Murphy 
doesn’t embrace many of the tenets of the 
Tea Party movement. he and his wife are 
all about streamlining government, making 
it transparent and of course lowering taxes. 
however along the way, the Murphy’s have 
realized that sometimes the best candi-
date isn’t always a right wing conservative. 
Good candidates may be independents 
or even democrats, something that the 
hardcore Tea Partiers just can’t seem 
to see. They are supporting candidate 
Virginia Perez, a democrat from Yonkers 
who just happens to be running against 
incumbent Jose alvardo for a seat on the 
county board of Legislators. They’ve also 
learned the hard way that often times you 
campaign for a candidate who merely just 
doesn’t get the job done but is quick to play 
the blame game when his own agenda isn’t 
quite met. and they’re still learning how 
to navigate organizations like the Wca 
that pretends to support small business 
but really is about promoting and retaining 
uber big business in Westchester.

Perhaps the most refreshing fact about 
the Murphy’s is the fact that they really 
“get” the concept of grassroots activism. 
he know that being the ubiquitous gadfly 
who shows up at meeting and fundraisers 
will sooner or later irritate elected offi-
cials. he asks hard questions and when 
no answer is given, he just waits until the 
next event to ask it again. The Murphy’s 
are also gaining a following. The average 
Joe schmo taxpayer, unhappy with 
current leadership are joining the cause 
of the hudson Valley Patriots. They’re an 
interesting group for sure comprised of 
members of all four mainstream political 
parties. The common ground they share is 
that see our elected officials are not doing 
what they promised they would do for us 
. Once elected, our officials tend to forget 
that this country was made great on the 
backs of small businesses. instead they are 
fixated on pandering to the larger corpo-
rations who in turn will be the biggest 
donors to a re-election bid.

Gary Murphy states that he has no 
intention of running for any office. Like 
most grassroots activists, he’s learned to 
incite change in government by showing 
up and embarrassing them to death. as 
we wind our way into the 2011 election 
season, there will be more than one politi-
cian who will hope to silence the Murphy’s 
by getting them to run for some office. it 
seems though that Gary Murphy is smart 
enough not to fall for that trap. in the 
meantime, his group of average citizens 
continue to question our leaders while 
continually searching for fresh blood to 
replace them.

Nancy King resides in Greenburgh, New 
York. She is an investigative reporter for The 
Westchester Guardian.

Spotlight on Gary and Robin Glantz-Murphy

VaLhaLLa, NY -- On Tuesday, 
May 3, 2011, the Westchester/Putnam 
central Labor Body, aFL-ciO held an 
afternoon vigil to honor workers who lost 

their lives at work in the past year. The 
event was held at Kensico dam Plaza 
in Valhalla where the central Labor 
Body hopes to build a monument in 

memory of those who have died at their 
workplace. Kenisco dam is particularly 
apropos for this vigil and the monument 
because a number of workers died while 
building the dam before safety measures 
were in place.

The vigil was part of National 
Workers Memorial day which is annually 
commemorated on april 28th to remember 
those that have died and to fight for the 
health and safety of the living. WPcLB 
president, Paul ryan, pointed out, “death

Continued on page 12

Workers Remembered
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“re: The bonus disc: 1 duane track, where 
is Tom dowd when we need him most?”

This fortieth deluxe edition is nothing 
to get excited about, it includes two cd’s, 
the first disc is the original “Layla” recording, 

the second, the “bonus disc” contains alter-
nate takes from the Layla sessions, Phil 
spector produced singles, tracks from the 
Johnny cash TV show, the ill-fated ’71 
dominos sessions for the second album that 
never came to fruition, and now we know 
why!

Layla is arguably clapton’s best 
recording, which is (once again) offered in 
its entirety here, and unremarkably remixed. 
so the bonus disc should have been what 
this edition was all about, unfortunately it 
is not.

so let’s focus on disc two. Walter Jacobs 
“Mean Old World” is performed acousti-
cally in a trio format of clapton, duane 
allman, and Jim Gordon on drums, it’s 
just okay, and the only inclusion produced 
by the great Tom dowd, and the only song 
with duane. “roll it Over” is interesting in 
that it was recorded at abbey road studios 
(during the “all Things Must Pass sessions, 
Phil spector’s produces,) with the dominos 
rhythm section, plus George harrison’s 
and dave Mason’s guitars, also recorded on 
the same day (sans harrison and Mason,) 
there’s a different and much more high 
paced version of “Tell The Truth,” both 
of these versions won’t stay in your ears or 
brain, the sound quality is also very thin, 

these two tracks were supposedly offered 
as a and B side single. and talking about 
thin sound- the four tunes taken from the 
Johnny cash fall of ’70 TV show are better 
sounding than the abbey road sessions, 
but aren’t sonically special. cash introduces 
the entire band as the dominos waltz into 
a mundane “it’s Too Late.” “Got To Get 
Better in a Little While” finds the band in 
a more percolating mode, but for a better 
version checkout the dominos “Live at 
the Fillmore” box, which is hair raising, 
and surprisingly funky. cash and carl 
Perkins join the dominos for a version of 
“Matchbox,” and the Leon russell-clapton 

“Blues Power,” the later is the better of the 
two, but is performed a bit sloppily.

The remaining six tunes were taken 
from the april-May ’71 dominos sessions, 
recorded at Olympic studios in London, 
produced by derek and the dominos. Why 
Tom dowd wasn’t retained is beyond my 
comprehension, especially considering the 
wild success of the previous Layla album, 
go figure? “snake Lake Blues” authored 
by Bobby Whitlock and clapton is a 
gorgeous blues ballad instrumental that 
shows promise to what might of followed 
on round two for the dominos, clapton is 
refreshingly tasty here. Willie dixon’s “evil” 
sounds very dated, and offers unusual stutter 
and stop segments, it’s here that clapton’s 
guitar is overdubbed to perhaps imitate the 
dueling allman-clapton antics on “Layla,” 
clapton also plays some slide… arthur 
crudup’s “Mean Old Frisco” crawls and 
lulled me to sleep. “One More chance” 
authored clapton is further evidence that 
the dominos magic had faded. The last 
two tunes are takes of ec’s “Got To Get 
Better in a Little While” first offered as a 
instrumental jam, that’s actually about three 
minutes shorter than the closing vocalized 
version, sounds like a demo that goes 

Continued on page 13

Continued from page 11
at the workplace is not exclusive to those 
who belong to a union and in fact we 
see year after year more and more of our 
non-union brothers losing their lives need-
lessly due to lack of safety precautions at 
their worksite. That’s one of the reasons 
we fight all the time for improved safety 
standards, training, and enforcement of 
existing Osha laws. Fortunately, through 
union contracts, our members work 
on safer jobs, but we have an obligation 
to make sure all workers are protected 
through safety and health rules. Virtually 
every safety and health protection on the 
books today is there because of the unions. 
it is the unions that won passage of the 
mine safety law and Osha law. it is the 
unions that demanded and won stronger 
standards to protect workers from asbestos, 

benzene, other toxic chemicals and safety 
hazards. it is the unions that won the right 
to know about toxic chemical hazards in 
the workplace and in the community. it is 
the unions that pushed for stronger laws 
and regulations to prevent chemical plants 
from exploding and to protect workers and 
the community from danger. and it is the 
unions, through collective bargaining, that 
have given workers a voice to have a say in 
safety and health on the job, to raise safety 
concerns and demand that employers 
protect workers from harm.”

The names of those who had died on 
the job in the past year from Westchester 
and Putnam county were read aloud by 
John staino of csea # 860 while Louis 
Bousche of Yonkers Firefighters, iaFF 
Local # 628, rang a fire bell after each 
name. The bell was wrung this year for: 
Lloyd Beare, John Burke, John Falcone, 
John Kelly, evans Mensah, Michael Perry, 

anthony ruggiero, and hugh rush. The 
bell was then rung three times remem-
bering those who had died in current 
military service. The sword of Light 
Bagpipe Band of iBeW # 3 played a 
tribute to the deceased workers on the 
bagpipes.

Karen Magee, secretary/Treasurer of 
the Westchester/Putnam central Labor 
Body and chairman of the event, spoke 
about some of the horrible accidents that 
have happened in the past few years that 
could have been prevented. here in the 
united states, 4,340 workers lost their 
lives on the job in 2009 and another 
50,000 died from occupational diseases. 
each and every day 12 women and men 
who go to work are killed by job related 
injuries and never come home. she called 
upon legislators and the public to demand 
laws be passed and enforced that would 
protect workers and stop these senseless 

deaths. Karen also thanked all the union 
members who on april 28th, the National 
Workers Memorial day, had cared enough 
about worker safety to go to train stations, 
apartments, bus stations, grocery stores, 
hospitals, etc. to pass out more than 25,000 
pieces of literature informing the public 
about the importance of worker training 
and enforcing worker safety laws.

Besides fellow union members and the 
families of deceased workers, the following 
local legislators attended the vigil: county 
Legislators Jose alvarado, William Burton, 
Peter harckham. Michael Kaplowitz, 
John Nonna, MaryJane shimsky, alfreda 
Williams, Lyndon Williams, White Plains 
Mayor Tom roch , Yonkers city council 
President chuck Lesnick, and repre-
sentatives of senator Kristen Gilibrand, 
congresswoman Nita Lowey, state 
senator andrea stewart cousins, and 
assemblyman Mike spano.

Workers Remembered

derek & The dominos “Layla and Other 
Assorted Love Songs: The 40th Anniversary 
Deluxe Edition” 2 cd’s Polydor-universal Music
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Continued from page 12
no-where, and ends abruptly- filler. The finale 
take of this tune (making its third appear-
ance on this disc two,) is performed slowly, 
pardon me for repeating, but do checkout the 
live version of “Got To Get Better in a Little 
While” from “derek & the dominos Live at 
Fillmore,” i promise, i will now rest my case 
about this!

“Layla and Other Love songs Fortieth” is 
also offered as a super deluxe edition consisting 
of four cd’s, two LP’s, and a dVd, but it ain’t 
cheap. The dVd is not a video either, it’s an 
audio dVd, and (OK, i lied) two cd’s come 
from the previous mentioned release “derek & 
the dominos Live at the Fillmore” collection. i 
also understand that there’s liners from ashley 
Kahn included on the super deluxe edition, 
that are not offered here. how hard would it 
have been for Polydor to include a few extra 
pages for Kahn’s usual adept narrative in this 

so-called deluxe edition? Note: a far better 
“Layla” representation can be found on the 
Twentieth anniversary edition, three cd’s 
featuring two cd’s of some scrumptious 
outtakes and jams!

in summary, this box set left me feeling cold. 
i often clamor and live on for these bonus discs; 
which at times here is somewhat interesting, 
but for the most part it’s dull. i am sure if Tom 
dowd was still amongst us, he would resound-
ingly disapprove of this deluxe edition. (* For 
further evidence, see the dowd documentary, 
“The Language of Music,” readily available on 
dVd.) Last but not least; i know that duane 
allman sat-in with the dominos (at least 
twice) during live performances, wouldn’t it 
make good sense for Polydor to seek out those 
concert performances? i think yes, as otherwise 
the unreleased/bonus recorded work of derek 
& the dominos is seemingly exhausted, and 
further editions should cease.

Bob Putignano www.SoundsofBlue.com

THE SOUNDS OF BLUE

 SHIFTING GEARS

The literature of 
automotive promo-
tions has certain distinct 

characteristics. it comes in a glossy brochure, 
has a host of high quality photos, and wears 
out the standard thesaurus with multi-syllabic 
adjectives describing the quality of the vehi-
cle’s interior and the exhilaration that comes 
from driving a well made car.

Only the folks from Mazda have the 
notion that adults have enough on their 
minds without being reminded that, well, 
they’re adults. and when they describe their 
cars in their glossy brochure, state up front 
that “children put it much better and simply 
call it Zoom-Zoom. it’s why we build the 
kind of cars we do.”

The kinds of cars i built as a kid were 
powered by rubber bands. There was one 
experiment with jet engines loaded with 

gunpowder and sugar. in the 
end, it literally flamed out. But 
for about 10 glorious seconds, 
it zoomed across the empty 
armory parking lot, at times 
seemingly airborne and, for 

my money, was the most wonderful thing on 
wheels.

The Mazda 6 has a 272-horsepower V-6 
using regular gasoline instead of a rocket 
engine using solid fuel. standing outside, the 
sound emanating from the twin exhausts is 
a low rumble, not a flaming roar. and from 
inside, there is no sound at all except for the 
melodic 88s of Keiko Matsui emanating 
through the Bose sound system, even when 
the world is flying by at 100 miles per hour. 
and at times, it was easy to imagine that my 
jet car was back, bigger and better than ever, 
taking me on a long overdue ride with wheels 
barely touching the pavement.

in reality, of course, Mazda’s don’t fly and 
if the wheels aren’t on the ground you are 
probably in trouble and need to slow down.

Continued on page 14

The Zoom-Zoom Car
By ROGER WITHERSPOON

www.SoundsofBlue.com
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Continued from page 13
But the 6 has a finely tuned independent 
front and rear suspension which seemingly 
puts a layer of cotton between you and road 
and gives the feeling of gliding instead of 
rolling along. it is, however, definitely 
a power glide – the 6 is intended to be a 
sports sedan and, for the most part, Mazda 
succeeds.

That power plant is mated to a six-
speed automatic transmission with an 
electronic manual mode that responds 
about as quickly and effortlessly as an 
actual stick shift. The stability and traction 
controls help ensure a road-hugging trip 
regardless of travel and weather conditions.

On the outside, the designers took 
pains to give the 6 a sportier look than 
the average mid-sized sedan. so they 
borrowed cues from their rX-8 sports car, 
with the outsized hump over the 17-inch, 
aluminum alloy, front wheels to accom-
pany a long, sloping hood. The curved grill 

is more of a grin than a sports car’s grimace 
but this is, after all, a family car.

a lot of thought was given to the 
design of the interior to make the various 
controls extremely easy to see and use – day 
or night – in addition to being conve-
nient and attractive. The controls for the 
entertainment and climate systems on the 
center console in the middle of dash were 
not only easy to see, but large enough so 
you could not miss them in the dark. The 
entertainment system, for example, with 
its backlit red light, featured FM/aM and 
sirius satellite radio, as well as a 6-disc cd 
player, and auxiliary control for the iPod, 
usB and MP3 connections. if you touched 
one of the buttons, it was surrounded by a 
soft blue light. The 6’s entertainment and 
Bluetooth systems can also be controlled 
or voice activated from the leather, retract-
able, steering wheel.

The test car, which had a price tag of 
about $28,500, did not have a navigation 
system or backup camera. adding those 
refinements – which tend to be expected 

in sedans these days – would push the cost 
up to the $30,000 range, where it begins 
to have more direct competition with 
the Nissan altima, honda accord, and 
Toyota camry. The seats in this model 
were manually operated and cloth. But 
they were wide, comfortable, and easily 
adjustable. having leather, power operated, 
heated seats would push the sticker price 
up further.

The interior also features a powered 
sun roof, which gives both light and a 
feeling of spaciousness to the car. The rear 
seats can fold flat in a 60/40 split, thus 
increasing an already large trunk. in addi-
tion, there is enough leg and headroom in 
the back for pair of passengers who are well 
north of six feet tall to travel in comfort.

Mazda is still an also-ran in the 
mid-sized sedan market providing the all-
purpose family car. But with the 6, Mazda 
does have a respectable contender.

--Roger Witherspoon writes Shifting Gears at 
www.RogerWitherspoon.com

2011 Mazda 6
MSRP:  $28,405
EPA Mileage: 18 MPG City  
  27 MPG Highway
Performance / Safety:
3.7-Liter, DOHC V-6 engine producing 
272 horsepower and 269 pound/feet of 
torque; 6-speed automatic transmission 
with electronic manual mode; 17-inch 
alloy wheels; blind spot monitoring sys-
tem; 4-wheel disc brakes; traction and 
stability control; dual chrome exhaust; 
independent front & rear suspension; fog 
lights; dual front airbags; side and side 
curtain airbags.
Interior / Comfort:
AM/FM/ Sirius satellite radio; 6-disc CD 
and MP3 player; iPod and USB ports; 
6-speaker sound system; auxiliary au-
dio input jack; power sunroof; tilt and 
telescope, leather steering wheel with 
fingertip audio, and cruise controls; 
Bluetooth.

The Zoom-Zoom Car

 SHIFTING GEARS

as one of their number 
it makes it a little easier 
for me to throw “baby 
boomers” under the bus for 

the way we have allowed our self absorp-
tion to cloud our awareness of our actual 
place in these united states.

The worsening federal deficit has 
been placed largely at the feet of the baby 
boomers. We are told that the increasing 
numbers of our tribe turning 65 during 
the next decade will break the bank. 
We are told that social security and 
Medicare will not be there for us, or for 
our children. We are also told that the 
generations behind us resent that they 
will have to pay for it. These indictments 
have been accepted as fact and, worse still, 
we are neither insulted or angered that 
these actuarial realities have been tainted 
and spun in such a way as to create the 
impression that we are some selfish group 
of entitlement glutens, just waiting to feed 
of the hard work of the rest of the country.

ignored is the fact that during the last 
30 years or so, baby boomers, fueled by a 
passion for action and innovation, have 
revolutionized the world and presided 
over the greatest economic expansion of 

all time. also ignored is the hard truth 
that we have paid amounts into the tax 
base and social security fund at unprec-
edented rates, not even giving a thought 
that one day we would be indicted for 
requiring the benefits. Who knew that 
one day republicans and democrats 
would find us such a convenient target 
and a red herring to which they could 
redirect responsibility for their collective 
incompetence.

“hurry, hurry, hurry, step right up,” 
says this carnival barker, and behold just 
some of the waste and ineptitude for which 
you…the boomer…are unknowingly 
taking the heat for: Two wars and change, 
without so much as one cent of new taxes; 
a military industrial complex that spends 
far too much on the very weapons and 
warfare we do not raise revenue for; enti-
tlement programs bloated with waste and 
fraud and targeted to get votes, perhaps 
more than they are intended to help the 
needy; an immigration policy that has 
one party happy to let companies make 
money illegally so long as they vote for 
them, while the other party simply does 
nothing to get those same votes…both 
sides are willing to stick it to the middle 

class and blame the boomers. We let the 
financial services firms off the hook, even 
though we probably could have used the 
ricO laws to nail the creeps. a lot of 
boomer taxes paid for that, as they did the 
auto bailout. and i will continue to say 
until i am blue in the face or in the ’box,’ if 
you want to meet someone for lunch, ask 
a government worker, they have the time 
and the union support.

We boomers do have a fault, denial! 
We will never get old, we will always 
have our careers and life means some-
thing more than surviving it with dignity. 
Well, we are 0 for three. But at the end 
of the day, we really did try and put a lot 
of meaning into this slide to nowhere…so 
okay…we are 0 for two and a half. But it is 
this proclivity to be and mean something 
and not look for help from others that is 
now threatening to tarnish our legacy and 
hamper out late middle and old age.

People over fifty get laid off at a 
higher rate than anyone, and the chances 
are that they will not get meaningful work 
again. Worse still, if they have a preex-
isting medical condition and the far right 
has its way, they will start to hemorrhage 
their life savings just to stay well. as they 
work through the ensuing 15 to 17 years, 
trying to get to social security, they may 
well have beaten their 401k’s to death 
with early withdrawals. Many will arrive 
penniless to that government handout, 

or what is left of it, that will then paid to 
them with contempt for simply having 
been alive.

and you know what? it is our fault. 
Martin Luthor King once said that “no 
one ever got what they were entitled to 
because they deserved it, you have to 
demand it.” so: No more shall we accept 
the blame for deficits and government 
incompetence. No more will we be forced 
to take second calls jobs because we are 
not a “protected” class. No more will we 
be silent.

What makes boomers boomers is that 
we have the largest voting block, financial 
might and potential political influence 
that has ever existed in this country. We 
simply don’t use it. The time has come. 
One quick way is form an alliance with 
a group that has lobbyists, organization, 
money and votes, the aarP. don’t worry 
about fairness, that is not how the game is 
played. No one ever said “nice little doggie 
to a puddle,” just to angry Pit Bulls. We 
can make nice after the deals are cut and 
we take our rightful place in america.

Listen to Good Morning Westchester with 
Bob Marrone from 6-9 a.m., from Monday 
through Friday. Direct email to Bob 
Marrone at Bob@WVOX.com, and visiting 
the BobMarrone.com website. 

 SHOW PREP

Baby Boomers - A Convenient Target
By BOB MARRONE

www.RogerWitherspoon.com  
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 THE SPOOF

it had to happen. With 
robots now in education, 
medicine, space exploration, 
science, manufacturing, and 

many other fields, it was only a matter 
of time before they invaded professional 
sports. and the time is now!

Okay, okay, the debut of a robot pitcher 
(it threw out the first pitch) last month at 
a Phillies game wasn’t impressive. Nothing 
to write home about. But still, it was an 
event that opened the door and sparked 

lots of interest in the robot phenomenon 
in baseball. “We’ve only just begun,” says 
a computer scientist working on robot 
pitchers. “rome wasn’t built in a day, 
y’know.”

The rumor is that several major league 
teams are supporting this research and are 
willing to fork over big bucks for a robot 
pitcher that can come up with the goods. 
as one manager says, “With the proper 
programming and everything, i think it 
would be fantastic. i’d have me a star whose 

behavior i could trust. No drinking, late 
night carousing, womanizing, insulting of 
fans, or temper tantrums. in short, a totally 
dependable player who’d always be ready to 
play, sign autographs, mingle with the fans 
after the games, etc.”

cash-conscious financial managers 
of baseball teams are also enthralled by 
the prospect of robot pitchers. To them it 
means bye-bye to ice packs, physical thera-
pists, days off for rest, and the financing 
of those expensive scouting trips to the 

dominican republic to find pitching 
prospects.

There is, however, one dissenting 
voice. The voice of a skeptical fan, who’s 
reminding anyone who will listen: “sandy 
Koufax, star pitcher of the Brooklyn 
dodgers, once said, Pitching is the art 
of instilling fear. Let’s see them invent a 
machine that can do that. it ain’t gonna 
happen.”

Gail Farrelly (www.FarrellySistersOnline.
com) writes mystery novels and short stories 
as well as Op-Eds. Her latest mystery novel 
is Creamed at Commencement: A Graduation 
Mystery. The first chapter is available on her 
website. Gail is working on a fourth mystery, 
The Virtual Heiress.

Robot Pitcher is Latest Trend in Major League Baseball
By Gail Farrelly

Governmentsection

BuchaNaN, NY 
-- The aging indian Point 
nuclear power plant fell 
under scrutiny after two 
members of congress 

toured the Buchanan facility last week.
congresswoman Nita Lowey 

(d-Westchester/rockland) and 
congressman eliot engel (d-Bronx/
rockland/Westchester) visited the 
twin reactors accompanied by Nuclear 
regulatory commission (Nrc) chairman 
Gregory Jaczko on Tuesday, May 10, 
2011. congresswoman Nan hayworth 
(r-Mount Kisco) who lives near indian 
Point did not tour the plant. hayworth has 
gone on record for keeping the plant open.

Lowey balked at the Nrc’s re-licensing 
process that will keep the plant open for an 
additional 20 years.

“We want aging nuclear power plants 
to be held to the same standard as are 
new plants that are applying for licensing,” 
she told a large press core gathered at the 
plant with the containment domes clearly 
in the background. Both she and engel 
have introduced legislation that would 
require older plants like indian Point to be 
re-licensed only if they met the same criteria 
as new plants.

in the aftermath of the tragic destruc-
tion at the Fukushima daiichi nuclear power 
complex in Japan from the March 11 earth-
quake and tsunami, fears have surfaced about 
two seismic fault lines under indian Point. 

Lowey and engel want the Nrc to evaluate 
how an earthquake would impact leaks in the 
spent fuel pools and the loss of power.

engel said he wanted to know if 
indian Point’s back up systems would keep 
the irradiated fuel stored in the spent fuel 
pools cooled. indian Point spent fuel pools 
currently hold about 1,500 tons of irradi-
ated fuel. in Fukushima, three of the seven 
damaged cooling pools lost back up power 
and released large amounts of radiation after 
the tsunami. a problem in 1999 caused the 
indian Point reactors to be disconnected 
from the grid and battery back up only 
lasted seven hours.

Lowey said the reactors would not be 
built where it is today because of the popu-
lation density and proximity to New York 
city and that if there was a disaster at 
indian Point, evacuating 20 million people 
within a 50-Mile radius of the plant would 
be impossible.

“it would be reckless and irresponsible 
for relicensing to go forward with an evacu-
ation plan that we know to be inadequate,” 
she emphasized.

With Jaczko standing next to her, 
Lowey questioned the Nrc for having 
a double standard when they advised 
americans near Fukushima to evacuate 
within a 50-mile radius of the reactors.

“But why do the regulations require 
only people living within a 10-mile radius 
to evacuate if there is an accident at indian 
Point?”

engel said he’s been calling for the 
closure of indian Point since the 911 
terrorist attacks, when the terrorist jets flew 
directly over the reactors on their way to the 
World Trade center.

“The world we live in has changed,” 
he said. “indian Point should be closed and 
my constituents believe it should be closed.” 
Both representatives are calling for updated 
guidelines from emergency agencies who 
would respond to a nuclear disaster.

Jaczko said that the tour with engel and 
Lowey allowed him to hear their concerns 
first hand.

“We want to keep an open and trans-
parent dialogue,” he told the press. The Nrc 
chairman also said the agency’s primary job 

was to evaluate the aging components of the 
plant itself in the re-licensing process. “But 
we will also look at lessons learned from 
what happened in Japan.”

entergy has applied to the Nrc to 
extend their operating license until 2035. 
To date, the Nrc has never denied a reli-
censing application and have approved 66.

Prior to the press conference, anti-
nuclear protesters waiting to talk to 
congresswoman Lowey and engel were 
forced off the grounds by state police. 
security for plant owner entergy asked 
some 20 protestors to leave claiming engel 
and Lowey were scheduled to speak only 
to the press. When the protestors refused 
to leave, state troopers were called in to 
escort them just outside the plant gates. 
Neither engel or Lowey stopped to talk 
to the protestors after addressing the press. 
Jackzko however did listen to the protesters 
while shaking their hands.

The Nrc will hold their annual assess-
ment of safety performance of indian Point 
for 2010. The meeting is public and will be 
on June 2nd at colonial Terrace,119 Oregon 
road, cortlandt Manor, NY 10567.

Abby Luby is a Westchester based, freelance jour-
nalist who writes about current, local news, 
environmental issues, art entertainment and food.

State Trooper ordering Anti-nuclear protesters 
off the Indian Point site

Jaczko talking to protesters after press 
conference

Indian Point Still Scrutinized in Fukushima’s Aftermath
By ABBy LUBy

(L-R): Jaczko, Lowey and Engel at Indian 
Point Plant in Buchanan

www.FarrellySistersOnline.com
www.FarrellySistersOnline.com
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 ALBANy CORRESPONDENT

aLBaNY, NY -- a 
Klein spokesman told Politics 

on the Hudson on March 2nd that Klein’s 
staffing expenditures would be cut in half 
by the next payroll report: “By the time 
the next payroll comes out...there will 
be changes reflected in senator Klein’s 
payroll,” adding that it would be “signifi-
cantly less, close to half.”

however, The Westchester Guardian 
has learned that many of the “cut” staffers 
never left payroll, but were shifted to the 
GOP where they remain under Klein’s 
control.

The January 5, 2011 senate payroll 
report reflected a Klein staff allotment of 
$935,752. Twenty staffers were employed.

as of april 27, 2011, Klein’s member 
payroll dropped significantly to $435,501. 
Klein’s member staff allotment now 
supports eight staffers, seven of which were 
on his January 5th payroll, with the addi-
tion of one new staffer hired at $95,000.

however, since the March 2nd state-
ment, payroll records indicate that seven of 
Klein’s staffers are now on the GOP payroll 
in a position titled committee support.

in addition to the transfer of seven 
Klein employees, two new committee 
support staffers are now bankrolled by the 
GOP. in total, the nine GOP-financed 

staffers are costing taxpayers $529,500.
When you add Klein’s member payroll 

of $435,501 to the $529,500 GOP-steered 
salaries, Klein, who albany insiders refer 
to as the leader of the “super minority,” has 
increased his spending from his days in the 
majority by almost $30,000.

Klein’s office indicates that committee 
support staff were hired to assist all 
members of the independent democratic 
conference, a break-away team of four 
senate democrats who bolted in January 
from the senate’s democratic conference - 
and that power and decisions are shared by 
all four members.

“We asked to pool together some of the 
resources that fulfill functions of committee 
staff, and the request was approved,” 
explained idc spokesman richard 
azzopardi. “ The bulk of the committee 
support team were also the backbone of 
the Task Force on Government efficiency 
last year. They were a group who were part 
of deputy Majority Leader Klein’s staff, 
but working... and Valesky and savino 
were part of that Task Force.

“These individuals have been tested, 
proven, and have the trust of all the 
members,” continued azzopardi.

That may be the case, but this issue 
is more than just working as a backbone 

on a committee that was created by then 
democratic Leader John sampson, nor 
is it about any staffer. The issue is about 
transparency. it’s about regaining the public 
trust, as stated by senator Klein when he 
explained the need for the creation of the 
idc.

That’s why The Westchester Guardian 
suggests that if Klein knew on March 2nd 
that employees were going to be diverted 
to the GOP payroll - even to work solely 
on matters related to the idc - that our 
senator should have explained it in full at 
that time.

contrary to prior statements, we did 
not see significantly less payroll; instead, 
we see a significantly different payroll.

The Westchester Guardian also shares 
the opinion that the idc should be 
entitled to find and hire the best talent 
possible, but only if there is a stipulated 
protocol and process rather than creative 
subterfuge for that. Naturally, if you have 

talent on existing staff, there is no need to 
get rid of them.

in fairness, should we peg all of the 
idc arrangements solely on senator 
Klein? There’s no denying that committee 
support is made up only of Klein staffers, 
not staff from other idc members.

additionally, The Westchester Guardian 
finds it troubling that most, if not all, of 
these staffers are embedded within Klein’s 
upstate and downstate offices.

Payroll records are very complex and 
really don’t paint a true picture, and this 
is not a problem limited to the idc. The 
senate as a whole makes it very difficult to 
tell the public how much it is spending.

as for the idc, The Westchester 
Guardian does not dispute its legitimacy, 
our concerns lie solely in its ability to func-
tion independently. That is, after all its 
intended purpose. We’re also stating, in the 
interest of full disclosure and transparency, 
that the idc needs its own funding stream 
not tied to senate republican Leader 
dean skelos or senate democratic Leader 
John sampson. Otherwise, the votes they 
cast can come to be manipulated by the 
hand that feeds them.

This is the first in a series of reports 
The Westchester Guardian will bring to you 
regarding the spending practices of local 
and statewide officials.

Albany Correspondent is authored by Carlos 
Gonzalez exclusively for The Westchester 
Guardian. Additional information for this 
specific article garnered by Editor Hezi Aris.

Klein Cloaks IDC Staffers
Issue 1: Lifting the Veil on Payroll Secrecy
By CARLOS GONZALEZ

Senator Jeff Klein

 ANALySIS

YONKers, NY –  The 
Yonkers city council’s 
scrutiny of various depart-
ment commissioners 

were thrown into almost immediate 
disarray at the May 10, 2011 meeting 
of the Yonkers city council as they 
continued their due diligence in scruti-
nizing  Mayor amicone’s  FY 2010-2011 
Budget Proposal when Yonkers  city 
councilwoman Joan Gronowski made 
inquiry of Finance commissioner carl 
Maniscalco. he asserted a particular 
employee was paid by a federally funded 
grant. Within a minute’s time, Mr 
Maniscalco retorted that he in fact made a 
mistake and the employee’s salary was not 
paid by a grant but was instead derived 

from an  escrow account. Mr Maniscalco 
would not define or describe the escrow 
account, how much money was in that 
escrow account, or the purpose for which 
that account was founded. Mr Maniscalco 
has yet to learn to mumble sweet noth-
ings like his double-dipping predecessor 
James LaPerche. Mr Maniscalco has yet 
to learn how to obfuscate without guilt. 
Perhaps he will soon learn to take more 
than one for the Gipper to satisfy Mayor 
amicone’s directive.

The city of Yonkers Office of 
economic development commissioner 
Lou Kurven that same day advised the 
Yonkers city council his office has consol-
idated previously independent, though 
ancillary operations under the aegis of 

the Office of economic development. 
The purpose , as commissioner Kurven 
described it, was undertaken as an over-
head savings restructuring. inquiry of him 
revealed that the restructuring concept, as 
valid as it may be in formulating a work-
able hierarchy and protocol does not in 
fact comply with the Yonkers city charter 
that specifies a delineated accounting of 
each department so that each department 
may have its budget scrutinized by the 
Yonkers city council. The procedure and 
methodology delineated in the Yonkers 
city charter is specific so as to permit 
scrutiny of the various departments abd 
thereby  lead to approving or disapproving 
Mayor amicone’s Proposed FY2010-
2011 Budget.

it was also learned that fiscal projec-
tions designated in Mayor amicone’s 
FY2010-2011 Proposed Budget were not 
all deduced from revenue streams already 
in place. despite some revenue streams 
not yet generating any money, the admin-
istration has chosen to designate revenue 
of as much as $1.5 million in unproven 
revenue streams.

Laughable and certainly worse was the 
learning that Mayor amicone’s FY2010-
2011 Proposed Budget has been given 
the Yonkers city council for approval or 
disapproval devoid of missing, updated 
information afforded Mayor amicone’s 
administration but not afforded the 
Yonkers city council. 

Continued on page 17

Administration Stalls Inquiry of Commissioners Who Are Not Transparent in their Response
By HEZI ARIS
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 ANALySIS

Continued from page 16
Mr Kurven admitted to this circum-

stance to financial auditor  Nick desantis, 
who advised that the material must be 
updated before they may be voted upon 
by the Yonkers city council.

it was today learned that the $10 
million promised to the city of Yonkers, 
over which The ridge hill Task Force 
was afforded oversight, cannot or has yet 
to determine if the $10 million has either 
been received, has not been received, and 
if received, whether it must be returned 
to Forest city ratner in July if certain 
requisites are not met. This is the alleged 
money to which former Yonkers city 
council Majority Leader sandy annabi 

is alleged to have accepted the funds 
to benefit the city of Yonkers for her 
assign her approval of the project she 
had previously disapproved. The Federal 
indictment against has two years hence 
yet to be proven.

responses by various department 
heads to questioning by Yonkers city 
councilmember inquiries were met 
with responses such as, “i don’t know!; 
i will get an answer!; and i will get that 
information.” What did not happen was 
a councilmember suggesting a 5 or 10 
minute recess be taken so that any and all 
respective commissioners or their staff run 
across the hall or downstairs to retrieve 
the information lacking and to which the 

commissioners were asked to speak. 
Mr desantis advised the $2.5 million 

potential obligation regarding the station 
Plaza default, without it being told to the 
Yonkers city council may expose the city 
of Yonkers  to financial burden.  Mr Kurven 
denied that this situation was likely.

Education Meeting
Yonkers city councilman and 

education chair Wilson Terrero 
(district 2) spoke to Mayor amicone’s 
YouTube message in which he proposed 
a $20 million bonding stopgap measure 
to assuage what Mr Pierorazio advises 
is a $42 million deficit funding picture 
that the Yonkers  Public school district 

faces. Mr Pierorazio noted that the $22 
million shortage, presuming the $20 
million bonding approval is gained, 
would come from the union membership. 
Mr Pierorazio agrees that the game plan 
is to negotiate givebacks by the union 
membership. Mr. Pierorazio did not point 
out that Mayor amicone has not invited 
the unions toward reaching an amenable 
conclusion. The protagonists talk at 
each other rather than with each other. 
That may be because Mayor amicone 
has burdened Mr Pierorazio to conclude 
all negotiations with the various union 
membership forcing Mr Pierorazio to 
shoulder all responsibility without much 
decision making ability except as directed 
by Mayor amicone.

Administration Stalls Inquiry of Commissioners Who Are Not Transparent in their Response

 CAMPAIGN TRAIL

Yonkers Mayor 
Phil amicone (left) and 
Westchester county 
executive rob astorino 

(right) have allegeldly, “politically beaten 
up” the defenseless Westchester county 
Legislator Bernice spreckman. can you 
believe these two burly men have to hide in 
a backroom to get their way.

The squeeze play is on. it was only 
on May 1, 2011, when the The Westchester 
Guardian’s associate, the Yonkers Tribune 
boldly reported that Westchester county 
Bernice spreckman who has represented 
the 14th district for almost a decade 
and a half would not run for re-election. 
[Reference: exclusive: Bernice spreckman 
to step down By hezi aris - uPdaTe 
May 8, 2011.]

acid-tongued bloggers learned Bernice 
no longer had the resiliency to bounce back 
from her horrific travail, with her husband 
harry and their friends when their cruise 
ship suffered loss of power, and they were 
all marooned off the california coast. The 
burden of shouldering responsibility for all 
the people who joined her on that cruise 
was a gargantuan responsibility she ably 
rose to shoulder. upon reaching shore, she 
would eventually come to realize it would 
be best to depart politics and instead focus 
on a less hectic schedule and family and 
friends. despite her resolve to depart poli-
tics, acid-tongued bloggers would come to 
learn that Westchester county executive 
rob astorino would have none of it.

The Yonkers Tribune’s initial telling of 
her plans to relinquish her seat brought 
to light former Yonkers city councilman 
Liam McLaughlin’s interest in succeeding 
her. county executive astorino, with the 
support of Yonkers Mayor Phil amicone, 
wanted to deny Mr McLaughlin, a fellow 
conservative republican, the likelihood of a 
winning campaign because of his formidable 
support in the district. Mr astorino, egged 
on by the vindictive Mayor amicone forced 
Ms spreckman’s hand. They demanded 
she run for another term. she capitulated 
after allegedly being told that were she to 
relinquish her office, her son would likely be 
demoted to the position he had prior to the 
“deal” made between Westchester county 
chief of staff George Oros and harry 
spreckman when Oros, at astorino’s behest, 
demanded harry spreckman vote his 13 
1/2 weighted votes he controlled during the 
reorganization meeting of the Westchester 
county conservative committee for the 
hugh Fox Jr. challenging faction who 
would eventually prove victorious over 
the then incumbent Westchester county 
conservative committee chairwoman Gail 
Burns. harry spreckman allegedly signed 
onto the backroom deal. The proof came to 
light after our report when harry [the regis-
tered conservative] and Bernice’s son got a 
higher paying job. [Reference: November 
29, 2010 - exclusive: Westchester county 
Board Legislator Bernice spreckman: a 
scion for the Times By hezi aris]

With Mssrs amicone and astorino 

smarting at the thought of losing control of 
the 14th county Legislator district to Liam 
Mclaughlin, they prefer a lackey rather 
than an ijndeoendent candidate, Bernice 
spreckman would come to issue an advi-
sory proclaiming “she will be making a very 
important announcement” on Thursday, 
May 12, 2011, at 10 a.m., located at 1373 
Nepperhan avenue, in Yonkers, NY. We 
told the story herein the day prior.

Bernice spreckman [registered 
republican] announced she would seek 
office for another term. don’t look for her 

to hit the campaign trail as she has in the 
past. she will practically sit this campaign 
out. Who can blame her. The Westchester 
Guardian and the Yonkers Tribune can only 
wish her the strength to suffer the games 
the boys play. in the end, it is all about 
family, the same “ Family and Friends 
Network” who no longer earn Yonkersites’ 
or Westchesterites’ respect.

additionally, after winning reelec-
tion, Ms spreckman will be permitted to 
step down sometime between January and 
March of 2012. Thereby bringing about 
a special election in the dead of Winter 
so a lackey may be appointed upon Ms. 
spreckman’s abdication. such a deal!

and so the stomach turns!

Westchester County Legislator Spreckman to Run for Another Term
By HEZI ARIS
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 FINANCES

The Town of Ossining is very pleased 
to announce that its financial health has 
seen substantial improvement in the past 
three years, thanks to the shared sacri-
fices of all Town employees, innovative 
management practices and sound finan-
cial policies, supervisor catherine Borgia 
announced today.

Borgia said, “When i took office at 
the beginning of 2009, it was clear that 
the Town had to make some serious 
adjustments to face the challenges of 
the worst economic climate since the 
depression. all of the Town’s managers 
and employees were asked to find new, cost 
effective ways of operating and to look for 
additional revenue-generating opportuni-
ties. as a result of this hard work over the 

past two and a half years, the Town was 
able to give a tax cut to every taxpayer in 
Ossining in 2011 while at the same time 
increasing the town’s fund balance (rainy 
day fund) to over $2 million, well within 
the NYs comptroller’s recommendations 
for municipalities.”

Town comptroller Thomas Warren 
said, “at the end of 2008, just as the 
economic recession was taking hold, the 
Town’s combined fund balances for the 
Town’s three primary funds – the Town-
Wide General Fund, the unincorporated 
Town Fund, and the highway Fund – was 
only $139,216, which represented just 
1.27% of the 2008 budget. Fortunately, 
supervisor Borgia recognized the severity 
of this situation early in her tenure, and 

took immediate positive and effective 
steps to reduce spending. Through these 
actions, and from the sacrifices that the 
supervisor asked the Board, department 
managers and employees to make, the 
combined fund balances for the Town’s 
three primary funds is $2,010,743 at the 
end of the 2010 fiscal year, its highest 
level since 2002. This fund balance of 
$2,010,743, represents 18.8% of the 
2011 budget, and is at the level gener-
ally recommended by Moody’s investors 
service bond rating agency.”

Bill Jaenike, a 40-year Ossining resi-
dent and retired chairman and ceO 
of The depository Trust company 
commented, “as a member of catherine’s 
citizen Finance advisory committee i 

had many occasions 
to see her efforts 

and their results 
up close. Thanks 
to her personal 
intervention 

early on, the 
Town maintained 

a high Moody’s bond 
rating. That and the police consoli-

dation are two highly visible examples 
of how her leadership, managerial inno-
vation, hard work and dedication have 
benefited Ossining and its residents.”

Warren will be presenting a detailed 
financial report to the Town Board at its 
May 17, 2011 work session, which will be 
held at the Town’s Police building, 507 
North state road. The meeting begins 
at 7:30pm. Members of the public are 
encouraged to attend.

Town of Ossining Achieves Financial Turnaround
Cost Cutting, Innovative Management Practices, and Shared Sacrifices Lead to Success

it only recently occurred 
to me (age may be a factor!) 
that during my years writing 
about the Village, i have 
never devoted a column 
to our library, a Village 

landmark and one of the most signature 
institutions in our Village.

Our attractive and expansive library had 
a very modest beginning as a book lending 
service operated out of two rooms in the 
original Bronxville school in the business 
district on Pondfield road. in 1906, with 
demands for books ever increasing, the 
library soon occupied space in the original 
Village hall, now the site of Botticelli 
Bridal salon. hard to believe, but that orig-
inal Village hall also housed the police and 
fire departments as well as a bowling alley 
and an indoor pool. When the Bronxville 
school second graders come for their 
annual visit each year, i sadly lose a great 
deal of credibility when i tout the advan-
tages of the new Village hall sans a pool or 
bowling alley. Many an eight year old head 
shakes in disbelief.

as Village services in general improved 
and expanded, Village elders conceived 
of the “Four corners” concept where the 
school, library, Village government and an 
established church would anchor a new 

“center” of the Village at the intersection 
of Pondfield road and Midland avenue.

as a consequence of their vision, a new 
library was opened in 1942 designed as an 
adaptation of the residential Georgian 
style by esteemed architect harry Leslie 

Walker. he was so successful that one of 
the most frequently asked questions at the 
library is “Who donated their home to 
become the library?”

as another half century passed, the 
library needed technological and space 
updating and was remodeled in 2001 with 
the proceeds from the sale of the childe 
hassam Painting “central Park” gifted to 
the library by resident William Burt.

The library has sustained its beauty and 
excellence thanks to generous bequests over 
the years both in furnishings and monetary 
support and the volunteer efforts of resi-
dents on the Library Board of Trustees and 
Friends of the Library board.

Though the Village is only 31st in popu-
lation of the 38 community libraries in the 
county, our total circulation of materials as 
well as the number of visits ranks us 18th. in 
the total number of programs for the public, 
we rank an impressive 10th.

New York state education Law governs 
much of the operation of local libraries. For 
example, a library in a community of 5,000 
– 7,500 residents must have a paid Library 
director with a Masters in Library science 
and be open a minimum of 35 hours per 
week.

additionally, in an effort to shield 

libraries from the influence of government 
politics and safeguard the First amendment 
principles, municipalities fund a library but it 
is the volunteer Library Board, in conjunction 
with the director, who make the decisions as 
to staffing, what materials are purchased and 
the hours the facility will operate.

currently, our library is staffed by ten 
full-time employees and three regular part-
timers. The governing Library Board of 
Trustees has eight members and is chaired by 
sean abbott. By state law, the Library Board 
of Trustees cannot be a fund raising arm so 
our Friends of the Library, chaired by Fern 
Watters, does all the community outreach for 
financial support to fund special programs. in 
the recent economic downturn, the Friends 
have been incredibly generous and used 
donations to purchase materials and extend 
library hours as well as enrichment.

every library has its own unique charac-
teristics and use patterns. at the Bronxville 
Library, books for adults comprise the largest 
segment of circulation and our library has one 
of the greatest collections of large print books 
in the county as well as an impressive collec-
tion of World War ii and art books. New York 
Times bestsellers seem to rule the day. current 
popular books include “The Imperfectionist”, 
“Shadow Tag” and “Water for Elephants.” 
Books on the Middle east, Bronxville Village 
history, gardening and cooking top the list 
in popularity. The average life of a book is 
approximately 100 usages before it must be 
replaced. in a recent development, some of the 
e-book suppliers are limiting the life of their 

electronic books, with some “self-destructing” 
after only 26 uses.

The staff and reference librarians 
answer a multitude of questions daily with 
the most popular being “Where are the rest 
rooms?”! Visitors are also very interested in 
the library itself and inquire about furnish-
ings and paint colors. Our younger set often 
ask questions such as, “Why is Flat stanley 
flat?” (answer: a bulletin board fell on him 
while he was sleeping)

Many visitors ask to see old Bronxville 
school yearbooks in the library’s collection 
dating back to 1926. The library is missing 
books from years 1927 – 1930, 1961, 1978 
– 1983 and 2000 so if you are cleaning out 
an attic and find these, please consider the 
library for donation.

The Library Board of Trustees recently 
mailed every resident a survey in an effort to 
better serve Village needs. it is so important 
that residents respond so that the library can 
offer the hours, materials and programs that 
taxpayers desire within a very lean budget. 
if you have misplaced your survey, more are 
available at the library and even more conve-
nient, the survey can be accessed on-line at 
www.bronxvillelibrary.org.

Our library is truly a Village treasure 
serving as a community center, a repository 
of vast quantities of materials and infor-
mation and as a center of enrichment and 
performing arts.

Mary C. Marvin is the mayor of the Village of 
Bronxville.

Mayor’s Column
By MARy C. MARVIN

 GOVERNMENT MAyOR MARVIN’S COLUMN

www.bronxvillelibrary.org
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 OUTREACH

Westchester assemblyman George 
Latimer, who has taken the lead in 
fighting for improved service on Metro 
North’s New haven Line, will be hosting 
a Commuters Speak Out for those who 
have been affected by reduced and poor 
quality Metro North service over the past 
few months.

The event will be held Wednesday 
night, May 25, 2011 - 7:30 p.m. to 9:15 

p.m., at Mamaroneck Town center 
courtroom, 740 W. Boston Post rd., 
Mamaroneck, New York.

The program agenda will allow 
attendees to “speak Out” about their 
experiences this past winter and spring, 
and a priority list of concerns will be 
developed. Latimer hopes to create a 
small working group of commuters who 
will meet with Metro North officials, on 

an on-going basis, 
to fully hear the 
voice of the riding 
public.

Light refresh-
ments will be 
available. For more 
information, contact assemblyman 
Latimer’s office at (914) 777-3832 or 
direct e-mail to LatimerG@assembly.

state.ny.us
For those who may not be able 

to attend the commuter speak Out, 
Latimer and Westchester county 
Legislator Judy Myers will be holding 
regular district Office hours on the prior 
saturday, May 21st in rye at ruby’s on 
Purchase street (9:30 am – 11:15 am) and 
at the Nautilus diner on the Boston Post 
road in Mamaroneck (2 p.m. – 3:30 pm); 
all topics can be discussed at these coffee 
hour conversations.

all who want to participate by 
speaking or listening are encouraged to 
attend every event mentioned.

Latimer Hosts Metro North Commuters Speak Out
Wednesday Evening, May 25 - Mamaroneck

heros never cease to amaze me. They 
step into the spotlight, get the job done, 
and abruptly exit the stage. such was the 
case on the evening of May 9th when the 
Westchester county Board of Legislators 
(WcBoL) held its final public hearing 
and vote on the redistricting (gerryman-
dering) of respective Legislative districts. 
Originally, the public had been informed 
that in addition to John Nonna’s (Ken 
Jenkin’s) committee overseeing how those 
lines were drawn, there would be two 
members of Westchester county’s League 
of Women Voters. Most- people were 
curious about the two ladies who were over-
seeing this process; i know, i was. simply put, 
the League of Women Voters have always 
been the bastions of fairness and equality 
in all things election and government. so 
when the lowly taxpayers heard they were 

involved in this exercise of using a crayon 
to make new districts, everyone wondered 
how the League of Women Voters had sunk 
to such depths. Well thank goodness, May 
9th will go down in history as the night the 
League told the redistricting committee to 
go scratch.

a statement read by adelaide di Giorgi 
of the League of Women Voters clarified 
their position in the matter: “Quite simply, 
we do not take responsibility for the process 
or the results as they currently stand.” But it 
was the words of John Testa from Peekskill 
that gave the truest glimpse into how busi-
ness is conducted on the eighth floor, Mr. 
Testa explained it in this way: “Let’s face it, 
no real decisions were made in the legisla-
tive committee, none were even made in 
the building.” so where were those deci-
sions made? at dunkin donuts or at one of 

those upscale fundraisers that are cropping 
up all over the place this election season. 
Maybe they just gave andrew Beveridge 
$20,000 and a red crayon and told him to 
go have fun.

By the end of the evening, the redis-
tricting had passed by a vote of 12-5, 
right along party lines. The democrats 
were elated and the republicans… not 
so much. so now they’re all bitchin’ and 
complaining about the red crayon. Where 
was the outrage two weeks ago when a well 
known republican chatted over drinks that 
everyone was good with it? Those crazy 
lawmakers on the eighth floor thought 
that no one was looking as they broke into 
their “three men in a room” groups but the 
League of Women Voters were looking 
and they were looking hard. Those snarky 
legislators and their hired gun andrew 

Beveridge never expected that the League 
would pull out of the process while calling 
them all out at the same time.

so it seems that its business as usual at 
the county Office building. Ken Jenkins 
doesn’t have to move; his red crayon came to 
him. Mike Kaplowitz lives to seek re-elec-
tion while Terrence Murphy is left with a 
red crayon line right down the middle of his 
lawn effectively cutting him out of the race. 
John Nonna was rewarded with Beekman 
avenue in sleepy hollow where you would 
be hard pressed to find a super prime voter 
and Peekskill is sliced in half like a couple of 
pieces of pie. andrew Beveridge made out 
like a bandit; literally he took his crayon and 
his cash all the way to the bank. as usual 
the residents of Westchester are the losers. 
its getting be such a usual occurence here 
that we’ll all be identified as Westchester 
residents by the big “L” we have tattooed to 
our foreheads.

Nancy King resides in Greenburgh, New 
York. She is an investigative reporter for The 
Westchester Guardian.

Smackdown at the Redistricting Vote and Public Hearing
By NANCy KING

Legalsection

WhiTe PLaiNs, NY -- 
White Plains Firefighter steven 
saunders, a 17 year veteran of 
the city of White Plains Fire 
department files legal papers 
suing the city of White Plains 
over allegations of being subjected 
to ongoing harassment, discrimination, and 
a hostile work environment after his fellow 
firefighters learned he was gay. according 
to thecomplaint filed at the Westchester 

county courthouse today, May 11, 
2011, Firefighter steven saunders 
was told by his superiors to keep 
his sexual orientation a secret but 
thereafter proceeded to “out” him 
without his permission to other 
firefighters. after his sexual orien-

tation was revealed, Mr. saunders alleges he 
was subjected to relentless obscene verbal 
attacks and gestures from co-workers that 
went unaddressed by superiors.

Mr. saunders also alleges that, instead of 
anti-discrimination policies being enforced, 
he was removed from his usual duties and 
assigned as a driver for the deputy chief, 
in part so that other firefighters would not 
have to sleep in the same room with him.

Mr. saunders, a father of three, says he 
has no desire to be anyone’s “poster child” 
but that he felt compelled to file the lawsuit 
for himself and his children. “Before this 
happened i defined myself as a firefighter 

and a father. They have taken away my 
ability to continue as a firefighter. But i can 
still send a message to my children not to be 
afraid to stand up for who you are.”

Mr. saunders is represented by civil 
rights attorneys randolph M. McLaughlin 
and debra s. cohen and the Law Offices of 
Lori a. sullivan.

17 Year White Plains Firefighter Veteran Sues City for Ongoing Sexual Harassment and Hostile Work Environment
By HEZI ARIS
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OP–edsection

 LEGAL

White Plains, NY – a derisive, 
mocking, and allegedly “abusive” tone was 
taken by Westchester county executive rob 
astorino’s chief of staff George Oros (right) 
toward Board Majority Whip Judy Myers 
(d-Mamaroneck) when on May 10, 2011, 
at 4:02 p.m., Ms Myers received a sugges-
tive and highly offensive email message 
from George Oros. Once colleagues of equal 
footing serving their respective constituents, 
Mr Oros’ defiled the trust earned between 
them over those years. The salacious tone 
Mr Oros expressed in writing to Ms Myers 
defiles his “vanilla” demeanor.

Oros suggests Ms Myers’ speaking voice 
is “breathless,” alluding to suggestive and lewd 
panting anathema to her cadence. a second 
sentence may be inferred to be descriptive of 
Legislator Bill Burton (d-Ossining) deemed 
by Mr Oros to sound “so comatose.”

it is likely that Mr Oros sent 
the email during the community 
services committee held in the 
latter part of the afternoon in the 
8th Floor conference room at the 
Michaelian Office Building in 
White Plains. Myers and Burton 
were present and reviewing testimony during 
that day’s meeting. in the email, Mr Oros 
allegedly refers to Burton as “Bad santa.”

Mr Oros may be judged to have issues 
with attractive mean and further harbor a 
rascist conviction not often recognized by 
his false demeanor “i am angered and utterly 
shocked that the chief of staff of our county 
executive would disparage and degrade me 
and my colleague Bill Burton with such 
tawdry, inappropriate language while on 
the clock and supposedly serving the public 
interest,” said Ms. Myers. “i will be taking 

Westchester County Executive Astorino’s Chief of Staff George Oros Belittles and Denigrates Two Legislators in Email Message
By HEZI ARIS
Offended Legislators Call for Oros’ Dismissal

George Oros

this matter to the county’s human 
resource officials and filing a formal 
complaint against Mr. Oros. in the 
meantime, i strongly believe this 
behavior cannot be tolerated by such 
a prominent figure in the county 
executive’s administration and feel 
George Oros should be fired imme-
diately for betraying the public trust.”

Mr Oros claimed he had never received 
an invitation to represent the county 
executive in a Budget & appropriations 
committee meeting, and when he was 
shown a copy of the email sent to him days 
earlier, threw a fit and stormed out of the 
conference room in a behavioral display that 
left many who witnessed the occurrence 
shaking their heads.

“George Oros should have better things 
to do than send emails around that belittle 
and insult elected officials who are trying 
to work together for our greater good,” said 
Ken Jenkins, chairman of the Westchester 
Board of Legislators. “his dismissive attitude 

toward two praiseworthy legislators reveals a 
side of this administration that explains why 
they have chosen to fight against progress 
we are making in lowering taxes and cutting 
costs county-wide.”

acid-tongued bloggers had learned 
that upon departing the Michaelian Office 
Building on Monday, May 10, 2011, Ms 
Myers and Mr Burton met Mr astorino in 
the elevator. advising Mr astorino how hurt 
they were, Mr astorino gave a dismissive 
wave of his hand and departed the elevator 
without saying a word.

it is further understood that Mr Oros is 
not welcome to the 8th floor; only a liaison 
will be permitted entry to the offices of the 
Westchester county Board Legislators.

at issue is whether this offense may be 
categorized in any legal parlance and thereby 
directed to the Westchester county district 
attorney or is just a political wrist slapping 
exercise meant to deflect the electorate from 
more important issues. Time and events are 
certain to tell the tale. 

Before i bought 
my car a few years 

ago, i did what a lot of people do – i checked 
the review in consumer reports. The maga-
zine gave the thumbs-up.

i am happy with my purchase. But 
suppose i wasn’t? suppose my infiniti had 
some manufacturing or design defect that 
emerged after i bought it, a defect so serious 
that it made the car unsafe or reduced 
its resale value. could i successfully sue 
consumer reports?

No, i couldn’t. The magazine did not 
design the car, or build it, or sell it to me. i 
did not hire the magazine to conduct engi-
neering studies or performance tests for 
which it owed me a duty of care. The maga-
zine offered me an opinion. i chose to give 
some weight to that opinion. That is my 
responsibility.

if opinions were grounds for lawsuits 
just because they turned out (in someone 
else’s opinion, at least) to be incorrect or even 
hopelessly misguided, i would have sued 
every movie critic who advised my wife to 
take me to see “The hours.”

Many countries, including some 
that are genuinely democratic, regu-
late expressions of opinion. Pro-Nazi 
sentiments are banned in Germany, 
for example. But our respect for free 
expression is a cornerstone of our 

society, enshrined in the First amendment 
and applicable in every facet of american life, 
including commerce. a manufacturer can 
call its molasses-like two-cylinder econobox 
“surprisingly fast” and get away with it, 
because the statement merely expresses the 
opinion that you might be surprised that it 
moves at all. That manufacturer can get into 
trouble if it falsely claims, by contrast, that 
its four-wheeled paperweight is “faster than 
a Mercedes s-class,” since this would simply 
be a lie rather than an opinion. There is a 
difference.

it is therefore no surprise that every court 
that has considered the role of ratings agen-
cies in the bond-market meltdown several 
years ago concluded that the agencies cannot 
be held liable for giving a aaa thumbs-up 
to securities that imploded soon after they 
rolled off the assembly line.

The latest and most significant such 
ruling came this week from the second u.s. 
circuit court of appeals in New York, in a 
case brought by several pension funds against 
the Moody’s, Fitch and standard & Poor’s 

rating agencies. a three-judge panel held 
that the agencies offered “mere opinions” 
about the credit worthiness of the bonds.

The plaintiffs tried to argue that because 
the agencies were involved in structuring 
the securities, they were “underwriters” who 
could be held liable for the product’s defects, 
like a manufacturer or a seller. But the appel-
late judges, affirming the lower court, said the 
ratings agencies are not underwriters. They 
are, in effect, more like critics. inviting a critic 
into the editing room while a film is being 
produced would not make the critic’s subse-
quent positive review actionable.

The court came to the correct answer, 
but the story is not over. Other cases stem-
ming from the credit crisis are still percolating 
in the courts. Moreover, the dodd-Frank 
financial reform legislation congress enacted 
last year, following the crisis, gives investors a 
right to sue ratings firms for failures deemed 
“intentional” or “reckless.”

how does this square with the courts’ 
holdings that creditworthiness ratings are 
mere expressions of opinions? can congress 
give someone the power to sue someone else 
over a “reckless” opinion? if so, is the day far 
off before you can sue me for some of the 
commentary that appears in this space?

You might think that would be a good 
idea, but i don’t think the courts are going 

to let it happen. The law can punish state-
ments that purport to be fact but which are, 
in fact, deliberate lies. Maybe this principle 
can stretch to create liability for a ratings firm 
that actually believes a security is very risky 
but which deliberately misleads the public 
about what its opinion really is. however, 
the idea that an opinion can be punishable 
because it is “reckless” sets up a requirement 
that a view must have merit (in someone 
else’s view) before it can be expressed.

This crosses a line that the courts, rightly, 
have refused to cross. When push comes to 
shove, i believe dodd-Frank’s overreaching 
will be rejected, in the interest of keeping our 
marketplace of ideas as free as possible. That’s 
the right answer – but i can’t prove it, nor do i 
have to. it’s just my opinion.

Larry M. Elkin, CPA, CFP®, president of 
Palisades Hudson Financial Group a fee-only 
financial planning firm headquartered in 
Scarsdale, NY. It offers estate planning, insur-
ance consulting, trust planning, cross-border 
planning, business valuation, family office and 
business management, executive financial plan-
ning, and tax services. Its sister firm, Palisades 
Hudson Asset Management, is an indepen-
dent investment advisor with about $950 
million under management. Branch offices are 
in Atlanta and Ft. Lauderdale. Website: www.
palisadeshudson.com.

Reckless Opinions?
By LARRy M. ELKIN

www.palisadeshudson.com
www.palisadeshudson.com
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PLeasaNTViLLe, 
NY -- a friend of mine--
let’s call her my girlfriend 
for the sake of this query--a 
colombian by birth, but a 

New Jersey citizen of 30 years (and a Phd), 
contributed her $15 to the Pleasantville 
community scholarship Fund and ran the 

Fun run here May 14. after the race, she 
asked some she described as  a “senior” police 
officer near the race where the high school 
was. he was wearing sunglasses and replied, 
“Look me in the eye when you speak to 
me.” she was so shocked, she walked away.

is this the kind of message that keepers 
of the peace like to send to visitors to our 
community? after living here for 12 

years, i have finally encountered the same 
latent racism and hatred that has tran-
scended our society from the highest level 
(e.g., the attack on the President’s citizen-
ship) down to everyday happenings on 
the sidewalks of our town. has the recent 
shooting case embittered the local police 
force so much that they can no longer show 
respect, much less compassion, to every 
law-abiding citizen? President Obama’s 
struggle to build on our country’s progress 
towards a fairer immigration system aside, 
what about the tenets of our declaration of 

independence (which the president quoted 
as keynote speaker at the democratic 
Nation convention in Boston in 2004): 
“We hold these truths to be self-evident, 
that all men are created equal...that they 
are endowed by their creator with certain 
inalienable rights, that among these are life, 
liberty and the pursuit of happiness.”

Lee Daniels, a columnist for The Westchester 
Guardian and the Yonkers Tribune, lives in 
Pleasantville, New York, and is also an editor for 
ICU, a financial services research group in Ukraine.

Continued on page 21
Continued from page 21

 WEIR ONLy HUMAN

My brother Bill died last 
week after being in a coma 
for about 30 days, the result 
of cardiac arrest that cut off 

oxygen to his brain. Two years older than 
i, Willy, as most of the family called him, 
celebrated his 70th birthday last July, during 
a surprise party organized by Lucy, his 
marvelous and devoted wife of 50 years. 
it was a gala affair at a golf club banquet 
room, filled with family and friends that 
came in from all across the country. Willy 
was my best friend and the brother that 
most people only dream about. Throughout 
my life, when i referred to Willy, i’d say the 
dictionary should have a photo of him next 
to the words, “Big brother.” When he was 
handed the microphone during his party last 
year, he thanked everyone for being there, 
and, to my everlasting gratitude, pointed 
toward me and said i was the best brother 
anyone could have. a video was made of the 
event and since he died i have viewed that 
part numerous times through watery eyes, 
as i struggled with a loss i never thought 
possible. in the early years of adolescence, 
someone 2 years your senior seems much 
older. as the oldest sibling (another sister, 
11 years older than i, was already married), 
Willy became sort of a de facto father figure 

to me. Our actual 
father deserted our 
mother when we 
were little, leaving 2 
sons and 4 daugh-
ters to be raised with 

public assistance and charity from the local 
church.

Growing up in a slum on the Lower 
east side of Manhattan in the 1950s was 
a daily challenge. always protective of the 
family, Willy stepped in many times to 
defend, or avenge me, depending on the 
circumstances. i vividly remember a night in 
which i took a brutal beating from an older 
guy in the neighborhood who suddenly 
took a violent dislike toward me. he was 
a big, husky palooka about 20, while i was 
a scrawny 15 year-old. The brute slammed 
me to the ground and began kicking my ribs 
in. Only when some people began yelling 
from their apartment windows did the creep 
stop and walk away. One of my friends ran 
to the Boys club nearby, where my brother 
was playing sports (as usual). They told 
Willy what happened and where he could 
catch up to the nut case that had almost 
killed me. during the time, my brother was 
on the boxing team, preparing to fight in 
the Golden Gloves. i learned later that he 
squared off with the guy a few blocks away 
and beat him to a pulp. it made my sore ribs 
feel much better.

a lot of responsibility is assigned to an 
older brother, and Willy was always ready 

to assume his role as a leader and an image 
for his siblings to look up to. We couldn’t 
have had a better role model to emulate. a 
fierce competitor, he went into everything 
with a mindset that didn’t accept defeat. 
if he was on your side in a baseball game, 
tennis match, racquetball court, etc., your 
chance of winning was almost a certainty. 
he started a career in the pharmaceutical 
industry in his twenties, and retired 5 years 
ago as the Vice-president of sales in a multi-
billion dollar company. his financial success 
provided him and his wife the resources 
to travel around the world, visiting every 
continent, and participating in two african 
safaris. Not bad for a kid who started life in a 
rat-infested tenement, wondering what the 
future might hold for him and his siblings. 
a few years ago, Willy, always the innovator, 
came up with scotch-tasting parties at his 
Flower Mound, Texas home. he had the 
best single malt collection of rare scotches 
this side of edinburgh. accompanied 
by hors de oeuvres, he’d serve shot-sized 
samples from several aged selections while 
explaining where and how each whiskey 
was made. a sumptuous dinner followed, 
ala Lucy, with guests trying humorously 
to pronounce such names as Lagavulin, 
Glendronach and Laphroaig.

My brother’s sudden demise has been 
devastating to his wife, 3 sons, 6 grandchil-
dren, extended family and friends. The loss 
is mind-numbing on many levels because 
he was always so strong and fit that no one 

could have imagined him having a heart 
attack. always an athlete, he took good care 
of his health, including an annual, all day 
visit to the cooper clinic for a comprehen-
sive physical exam. i suppose it’s a cautionary 
tale that reminds us it can happen to anyone, 
anytime. To say that he’ll be missed is a huge 
understatement. Willy was a winner in every 
way and his impact on those who knew him 
will be felt in perpetuity. For me; life just 
got a lot lonelier. But, it’s difficult for me to 
complain because i realize how blessed i was 
to have known him all my life and to have had 
the privilege of calling him my big brother.

Bob Weir is a veteran of 20 years with the New 
York Police Dept. (NYPD), ten of which were 
performed in plainclothes undercover assign-
ments. During his early years with NYPD, Bob 
earned a Bachelor of Science degree, cum laude 
from New York Institute of Technology. He 
retired as a sergeant after supervising patrol in 
Midtown Manhattan, the busiest precinct in the 
country.He would eventually move to Flower 
Mound, Texas, where he began a writing career 
that started about 12 years ago having his first 
book published in 1999. Bob went on to write 
and publish a total of seven novels, “Murder in 
Black and White,” “City to Die For,” “Powers 
that Be,” “Ruthie’s Kids,” “Deadly to Love,” 
“Short Stories of Life and Death,” and “Out 
of Sight,” are available at Barnes & Noble, 
Amazon.com, Books-a-million, and other major 
online book sellers. He also became a syndicated 
columnist under the title “Weir Only Human”.

Remembering My Big Brother
By Bob Weir 

Pleasantville Day Not So Pleasant for Visitors
By LEE DANIELS
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 OPED

Next year could 
bring an epic presi-

dential election campaign that will change 
the direction of a former cold War super-
power. i am not talking about the election 
in the united states.

russia’s current president, dmitri 
Medvedev, and its current prime minister 
and former two-term president, Vladimir 
Putin, have both said they are consid-
ering running for the country’s presidency 
next year. “Both President Medvedev and 
i do not rule out that each of us may run 
for the presidency,” Putin told journalists. 

Medvedev said in an interview on chinese 
television that he considers it his duty as the 
incumbent to at least contemplate running.

Medvedev was previously Putin’s chief 
of staff. Putin encouraged him to run for 
the presidency in 2008, when a limit on 
consecutive terms made Putin himself ineli-
gible. Medvedev won in what the Telegraph 
newspaper of London called “the most 
one-sided presidential election in russia’s 
post-soviet history.” he showed his grati-
tude by selecting Putin as prime minister.

since taking office, Medvedev, a former 
lawyer, has vocally advocated legal reform, 
but his talk has been largely unaccompa-
nied by action. until recently, his biggest 
accomplishment was to establish greater 
transparency in the pay of civil servants 
– a small move toward order in a country 
where dissidents are still regularly convicted 
by puppet courts and where journalists 
attempting to engage in honest reporting 
still risk assassination.

Observers continue to speculate about 
how much power actually changed hands 
following the 2008 elections. The position of 
prime minister had been fairly weak in russia, 
but Putin wields considerable authority in 
the current government. Medvedev replaced 
only two of the 75 top officials he inher-
ited from the Putin regime, according to 
Olga Kryshtanovskaya, a member of Putin’s 
united russia party and a sociologist at the 
russian academy of sciences, who spoke 
with The Washington Post.

This month, however, Medvedev made 
a bold move in approving a new state policy 
designed to fight “legal nihilism.” The policy 
specifically aims to increase respect for the 
law, a stark departure from the Putin-era 
politics that led russia to rank 154th out of 
178 countries in Berlin-based Transparency 
international’s 2010 corruption Perceptions 
index. The policy also makes it the govern-
ment’s responsibility to ensure that citizens 
can defend their rights by granting them 
“access to qualified legal assistance.”

Given Putin’s record, the fight against 
legal nihilism, if it is waged in earnest, must 
be a fight against Putin. under his watch, 
a fragile, nascent democracy eroded, and an 
autocratic, xenophobic, nightmarish echo of 
the old communist state grew in its place. 
if Medvedev is truly looking for reform, he 
and Putin will need to part ways.

in the past few months, there have been 
other signs of a possible rift between the 
two leaders, as Medvedev pushes for closer 
ties with the West and Putin continues to 
resist those ties. The situation in Libya, in 
particular, revealed Medvedev’s and Putin’s 
diverging viewpoints, with Medvedev 
making the decision to abstain on the u.N. 
security council resolution establishing 

a no-fly zone. Many expected russia to 
veto the resolution, which Putin called 
“moronic” and compared to a “medieval 
call to crusade.” Medvedev later referred to 
the “unacceptable” language used by “some 
politicians,” a clear attack on Putin.

conspiracy theories are always popular 
in russia, so it is not surprising that some 
observers, both inside the country and else-
where, believe that there is no real conflict, 
and that Medvedev and Putin will decide 
who will be the next president behind closed 
doors. The apparent disagreement, they say, 
is simply a ploy to create the appearance 
of democracy. “Our politics are a theater,” 
Kryshtanovskaya told The Washington 
Post. “There are directors and a script. and 
for some reason they love it when the public 
says there are conflicts.”

But sometimes what begins as a show 
can take on a reality of its own. it no longer 
seems impossible that a real contest will 
take place between Putin and his one-time 
protégé.

The next american president will have 
to cope with two wars, a battle against 
terrorism, trillion-dollar deficits and mind-
boggling debt. But our president will only 
determine how the laws that govern our 
country are implemented. The next presi-
dent of the russian Federation could well 
determine whether that country will really 
be governed by laws at all.

An Epic 2012 Presidential Campaign Looms—But Not Here
By LARRy M. ELKIN

Dear Mr. Pierorazio:
Giving out layoff notices before the 

Yonkers city council has had an opportu-
nity to hear from parents and the citizens of 
Yonkers is playing with the lives of hundreds 
of staff members. The cruelty is almost 
beyond belief. No budget is set until the 
city’s budget is voted upon by June 1st. as 
you are aware the city may not provide the 
$20 million the mayor said he would provide. 
all of our efforts should be spent on making 
sure the city does provide these very neces-
sary funds. it is too early for these layoffs. On 
april 27, 2011 in a letter to BOe trustees we 
asked for specifics as to what the district is 
really seeking from the YFT membership. 
We have received no answer. as the total cost 
of a step freeze is $4.5 million for all YFT 
members, the idea of saving $20 million is an 
unrealistic demand. You yourself agreed that 
$20 million is unrealistic. Nowhere is there a 
$20 million savings that the YFT can offer.

You must recall that under your lead-
ership, the teachers already received a step 
freeze in 2009-2010. Your persistence in 

not resolving this issue makes discussion 
of another step freeze fruitless. The YFT 
has already agreed to a scheduling change 
in several of our elementary schools which 
your budget states will save the district $3.5 
million, even though it should have saved 50 
teaching positions, you have been unwilling 
to commit to doing so. The message from 
city hall and central office seems to be “it’s 
not enough”.

We have discussed and you are aware that 
under chapter One, the district can “spin 
up” an additional $8 million dollars more 
than you show in your budget presentation. 
This $8 million would be enough to save 120 
positions, yet the district chooses not to use 
these funds. The district plans on keeping 
$6 million in unreserved funds, which would 
save an additional 90 positions, but again the 
district refuses to use these funds.

as recently as May 12, 2011, i called 
your office and explained how we could 
move forward and what would be needed to 
be done by the district. You stated that

Continued on page 23

Open Letter to YPS Superintendent Bernard Pierorazio
(Submitted May 13, 2011) By PAT PULEO

http://red7media1.bm23.com/public/?q=ulink&fn=Link&ssid=148&id=3vyo5qyek3x01ffdade1xi8p9wr2d&id2=f30wzyxfcg8yy6zg4c595e9622yp0&subscriber_id=73392359&delivery_id=6882428&tid=3.lA.BF_g5w.CpjT.QGD0..aQR8.b..s.n5g.a.TchV0A.TchV0A.Q-904A
http://www.bronxzoo.com
http://www.bronxzoo.com
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LEGAL NOTICES
Ayrie Golden Eagle Strategic Holdings, 
LLC Articles of Org. filed NY Sec. of 
State (SSNY) 1/12/2011. Office in West-
chester Co. SSNY design. Agent of LLC 
upon whom process may be served. 
SSNY shall mail copy of process to Cor-
poration Service Company 80 State St 
Albany, NY 12207. Purpose: Any lawful 
activity. Registered Agent: Corporation 
Service Company 80 State St Albany, 
NY 12207.

SC Barlow LLC Articles of Org. filed NY 
Sec. of State (SSNY) 12/28/2010. Of-
fice in Westchester Co. SSNY design. 
Agent of LLC upon whom process may 
be served. SSNY shall mail copy of 
process to C/O Seavest Inc. 707 West-
chester Avenue, Suite 401 White Plains, 
NY 10604. Purpose: Any lawful activity.

Notice of formation of R. Jaundoo Re-
alty LLC. Filed with the Secy. Of State of 
NY(SSNY) On 02/09/11. Office location: 
Westchester County. SSNYdesignated 
as agent of LLC upon Whom process 
against it may be served. SSNY shall 
mail process to the LLC, 4021 Paulding 
Ave Bronx NY 10466. Purpose: Any law-
ful activity.

Classified Ads
Prime Retail - Westchester County

Best Location in Yorktown Heights
1100 Sq. Ft. Store $3100; 1266 Sq. Ft. store 
$2800 and 450 Sq. Ft. Store $1200.
Suitable for any type of business. Contact 
Jaime: 914.632.1230

Office Space Available-
Prime Location, Yorktown Heights

1,000 Sq. Ft.: $1800. Contact Jaime: 
914.632.1230

Lexington Capital Associates Lexington 
Capital Associates, LLC Articles of Org. 
filed NY Sec. of State (SSNY) 3/14/2011. 
Office in Westchester Co. SSNY desi gn. 
Agent of LLC upon whom process may 
be served. SSNY shall mail copy of pro-
cess to The LLC P.O. Box 376 Great Neck, 
NY 11021. Purpose: Any lawful activity.

Z & Q, LLC Articles of Org. filed NY Sec. 
of State (SSNY) 4/26/2011. Office in 
Westchester Co. SSNY design. Agent of 
LLC upon whom process may be served. 
SSNY shall mail copy of process to The 
LLC 125 Westchester Ave #FS03 White 
Plains, NY 10601. Purpose: Any lawful 
activity.

BUONINFANTE FAMILY PARTNERSHIP, 
NO. 2, L.P. Articles of Org. filed NY Sec. 
of State (SSNY) 4/15/11. Office in West-
chester Co. SSNY design. Agent of LP 
upon whom process may be served. 
SSNY shall mail copy of process to The 
LP 685 Esplanade Pelham Manor, NY 
10803. Purpose: Any lawful activity.

BOUNINFANTE FAMILY PARTNERSHIP, 
NO. 1, L.P. Articles of Org. filed NY Sec. 
of State (SSNY) 4/15/11. Office in West-
chester Co. SSNY design. Agent of LP 
upon whom process may be served. 
SSNY shall mail copy of process to 
Barbara Buoninfante 685 Esplanade 
Pelham Manor, NY 10803. Purpose: Any 
lawful activity.

Westchester Creative Arts Therapy 
Projects, LLC Articles of Org. filed NY 
Sec. of State (SSNY) 3/15/2011. Office in 
Westchester Co. SSNY design. Agent of 
LLC upon whom process may be served. 
SSNY shall mail copy of process to The 
LLC 25 Constant Avenue Yonkers, NY 
10701. Purpose: Any lawful activity.

Notice of Formation  Arita Advisory Ser-
vices, LLC Arts. of Org. filed with SSNY 
4/28/2011. Off. Loc.: Westchester Cnty. 
SSNY designated as agent of LLC whom 
process may be served. SSNY shall mail 
process to: c/o The LLC, P.O. Box 170, 
Bedford, NY 10506. Purpose: all lawful 
activities.

 OPED
NOTICE OF SALE

SUPREME COURT COUNTY OF WEST-
CHESTER, CITIMORTGAGE, INC, 
Plaintiff, vs. VIOLET JARVIS, ET AL., 
Defendant(s).
Pursuant to a Judgment of Foreclosure 
and Sale duly filed on May 12, 2010, I, 
the undersigned Referee will sell at pub-
lic auction at the Westchester County 
Courthouse, Lobby, 111 Dr. Martin Luther 
King Jr. Boulevard, White Plains, NY on 
June 08, 2011 at 1:30 p.m., premises 
known as 8 Waring Row, Yonkers, NY. All 
that certain plot, piece or parcel of land, 
with the buildings and improvements 
thereon erected, situate, lying and being 
in the City of Yonkers, County of West-
chester and State of New York, Section 
2, Block 2027 and Lot 33. Premises will 
be sold subject to provisions of filed 
Judgment Index # 15748/08.

Eco-Mail Development, LLC Authority 
filed with Secy. of State of NY (SSNY) 
on 3/17/2011. Office location: Westches-
ter Co. LLC formed in Delaware (DE) on 
2/19/10 SSNY designated as agent of 
LLC upon whom process against it may 
be served. SSNY shall mail process to 
The LLC 38 E Lake Drive Katonah, NY 
10536. DE address of LLC: 2711 Center-
ville Rd Ste 400 Wilmington, DE 19808. 
Arts. Of Org. filed with DE Secy. of State, 
PO Box 898 Dover, DE 19903. Purpose: 
Any lawful activity.

Notice of Formation  MLS Moki, LLC 
Arts. of Org. filed with SSNY 4/8/2011. 
Off. Loc.: Westchester Cnty. SSNY des-
ignated as agent of LLC whom process 
may be served. SSNY shall mail process 
to: c/o The LLC, P.O. Box 5, Alpine, NJ 
07620. Purpose: all lawful activities

Park Scorpion, LLC Articles of Org. filed 
NY Sec. of State (SSNY) 2/24/2011. Of-
fice in Westchester Co. SSNY design. 
Agent of LLC upon whom process may 
be served. SSNY shall mail copy of pro-
cess to The LLC 8 White Lion Dr. Mon-
trose, NY 10548. Purpose: Any lawful 
activity.

SALE
SUPREME COURT – COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER

LASALLE BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, AS TRUSTEE FOR THE REGISTERED 
HOLDERS OF GSAMP TRUST 2005-AHL2, MORTGAGE PASS-THROUGH CERTIFI-
CATES, SERIES 2005-AHL2, Plaintiff against
LENOX BLIDGEN, et al Defendant(s).
Pursuant to a Judgment of Foreclosure and Sale entered on April 19, 2010.
I, the undersigned Referee will sell at public auction at the Lobby of the Westches-
ter County Courthouse, 111 Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard, White Plains, N.Y. 
on the 22nd day of June, 2011 at 11:30 a.m. premises Beginning at a the corner 
formed by the intersection of the westerly side of McClellan Avenue with the south-
westerly side of Vernon Avenue; Thence running northwesterly along said south-
westerly side of Vernon Avenue 54.17 feet to the southeasterly line of Lot No. 19, 
Block 7 on said map; Thence southwesterly at right angels to said southwesterly 
side of Vernon Avenue and along said southeasterly line of Lot No. 19, Block 7, 94.50 
feet to the northerly line of Lot No. 25, Block 7 on said map; Thence easterly along 
said northerly line of Lot No. 25. 6.03 feet to the northeasterly corner of said Lot 25, 
Block 7; Thence southerly at right angels to the last mentioned course and through 
Lot No. 25 Block 7. 45 feet to a corner; Thence easterly at right angles with said last 
mentioned courses and through Lots Nos. 24, 23, 22 and 21, Block 7 on said map, 
100 feet to the westerly side of McClellan Avenue; Thence northerly along said 
westerly side of McClellan Avenue 69.76 feet to the point or place of beginning.
Said premises known as 286 McClellan Avenue, Mount Vernon, N.Y. 10553.
(Section: 165.28, Block: 4047, Lot: 13).
Approximate amount of lien $ 548,267.38 plus interest and costs.
Premises will be sold subject to provisions of filed judgment and terms of sale.
Index No. 13231-09. Frank C. Praete, Jr., Esq., Referee.
DeRose & Surico
Attorney(s) for Plaintiff
213-44 38th Avenue
Bayside, N.Y. 11361

Continued from page 22

you would speak to the 
Trustees, and instead chose 
today, Friday 13, 2011 to go 
forward laying off hundreds 
of employees.

The city needs to do the 
right thing and provide at 
least $20 million in additional 
funding and stop freezing the 
funds to the school system.

The district needs to 
do the right thing by settling 
the salary step arbitration 
payment schedule.

The teachers will then 
hold a membership meeting 
in order to make decisions 
as to what the right course 
of action is for our members. 
You are playing games with 
peoples’ lives and not leading 
us to a successful end to this 
budget crisis.

The YFT awaits your 
response, not additional 
public rhetoric.

Pat Puleo is the president of the 
Yonkers Federation of Teachers.

Open Letter
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